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Marilyn Gosnell is one of 18 local NITEP students practical experience With Bey Batch's Grade 1 and'2 
practice teaching in area schools. She is getting class at Kiti K'Shan. 
• IlITEP Teacher training 
Eighteen local college 
students are currently 
getting practical teaching 
experience In the classroom 
as part of the Native Indian 
Teacher Education Program 
(NITEP). 
NITEP is a teacher 
training program offered by 
the University of B.C. to 
people Of Indian ancestry 
who want an'alternative to 
the regular teacher lraining 
program. 
There is currently a 
shortage of native teachers 
in the province, end NITEP Students spend the first 
builds upon and strengthens two years at an off-campus 
the cultural identity of each centre - located in Teri'ace, 
student. In many cases Kamloops and the Lower 
students are enrolled in the Mainland and the 
program without regular remaining two years at UBC. 
un ivers i ty  admiss ion  
requirements i f they show The fi~t two years include 
potential foi" becoming a academic studies given by 
good teacher. UBC faculty, local co- 
• '" ordinstors, local instructors 
upon successful corn- and other resource people. 
plet ion of the program, in  addition to the courses, 
studeiYcs receive a Bachelor each students engages in 
of Education Degree and a extended periods of practice 
Professional  Teaching teaching in schools near the 
Certificate. field centres. 
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Sudden 
death 
Ian Alastair MacAulay, 24, 
of 12.1250 Kingfisher Kitimat 
was pronounced ead on 
arrival at Kitimat General 
Hospital at 10:35 p.m. 
Tuesday night, according to 
RCMP. The nature of 
MacAulays death .was not 
disclosed. 
No foul play is suspected 
and coroner Don Murra.y has 
ordered an inquiry. 
Jayoees 
Du ,n. t.e,  'a.t  two Trade Fair 
years, students complete 
academic ourses required 
of all teachers on the Ui3C Terrace and  District 
campus, as well as their Jayeees are gearing up for 
practice teaching, their annual Trades Fair 
During the 1977-78 year, held this year on June 17 and 
approximately 40 stUdents 18 in the arena. 
enrolled in year three and Many of the 90 available 
four on campus in NITEP. inside booth spaces have 
Deadline for applications alredy been reserved, 
is May 31, and anyone although a number are still 
wanting more Information left. All outside display 
on NITEP can contact areas l~s been taken. 
coordinator Pamela Straker Merchants and businesses 
at 635-6511 (local 54), or by interested in booth rentals 
writing Box 726, Terrace. can contact lan Rankin at 
635-6310, and other inquiries 
can be directed to Doug 
Misfeldt at 635-6541. 
In conjunction with the 
'Trades Fair a raffle will be 
held with a grand-prize of 
choice of one of five ears. 
The raffle Is limited to 
2,000 tickets at $5 each and 




by E. Fielshmenn 
The Terrace Coffee House 
enjoyed an excellent turnout 
.. ~ April 2 and we would like , 
for an ®tstanding:evehing'~' 
entertainment. Fourteen 
talented performers ans. 
and played .to a large 
responsive audience. 
Material was varied from 
mouth organ solo (Clive 
Cheetham) to barpaicord 
accompanied songs (John 
Palmer). Two excellent 
regular performers have 
joined our ranks, Andy and 
Alexis Maikaper - welcome. 
Andy's explanation to the 
lyrics of the folk song Peggy: 
0 is a' riot on its own ~na 
Alexis treated us to a 
beautiful Russian folk tune. 
It you would like to hear of 
life i n  the Terrace area, 
listen to Bruce Ollson - and if 
you think Cedarvale has not 
been celebrated in song 
come and ask for, Brenda 
Taft's composition prompted 
by a departing friend. Terry 
Peterson sang of love in the 
171;h century -and Dale 
Basnett breezed through 
difficult instrumentals tc ~ 
loud applause. 
Though all works cannot 
be  ment~oued here let  me 
thank Joe Young, Dave 
Waiker, Vie Bell, Slmun 
Sterltt, Davy Hogg and 
Matthew Doffls. 
Also, we thank the media 
of Terrace for support in the 
form of free advertising on 
which we depend. The next 
Chffee House will be Sunday, 
May 7, at 8:00 p,m. in the 






.Terrace Mclntyre' of Terrace wen ,the Knights of Community College, has not yet deelded what she Is 
Columbus Scholarship at the Pacific Northwest Music going to do with the scholarship, but it will be used to 
Festival for her performsaee in the speech, arts further her studies.., 
category, Teresa, a 19 year old student at Northwest 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
(CP).-- A news conference to
clarify reports of chlorine 
dioxide leaks from, the 
C,~nadian CellulnseCo. pulp 
mill on Watson Island here 
has been postponed until Fri. 
day, a company spokesman 
said Wednesday. ' l 
Rick Hynes, safety officer, 
said the conference, which 
includes spokesmen from 
Dilllngham Corp. a ~ con- 
s t ruct ion  cont ractor  
originally was scheduled for 
'Wednesday but officials 
were busy on a construction 
site where an ~o million 
'addition to the mill Is being 
, built. 
The conference was called 
following complaints from 
workers on the site that there 
is no adequate warning 
system to alert the project's 
700 workers of ~toxinus gases 
• emitted' by  the opor',.Ung 
portion of the mill. 
Ex-Par is ian Jacques 
laillaut, with a Maurice 
2hevallier accent arrived in 
retrace Tuesday for a two 
tay visit to Kitimat and 
terrace to locate a few 
~ench speaking citizens the 
~BC.CBU-FFM will be hot- 
lining over the Victoria Day 
weekend. 
, During the period of May 
~0-22, the CBC French 
language radio will be 
~overing the yearly 3-dsy 
"Federation Des Franco- 
Colombiens" celebration, 
with simultaneous broad-. 
casting to  stations in 
Terrace, Chilliwack, Vic- 
toria, Prince George, 
Nanaimo and the Lower 
Mainland. The broadcasts 
will cover several hours a 
day, during which over 35 
French Speaking persons 
will be telephoned for their 
on-air opinions and views of 
things Frencl~.Canadian., 
Topics will include budget, 
election, and life for French 
speaking persons amid large 
communities of non-French 
Canadians. ~ 
officer for Societe Radiq 
Canada, who comes by hi~ 
accent honestly (he was bert 
within two blocks of Maurici 
Chevallier's home in Parts) 
has a daughter living there, 
who is a well kown French 
movie actress: Her stage 
¢,mme is Carolyn Cartier. 
The pleasant, hsavy-sct 
CBC .representative, oozing 
"personality and Galli{ 
charm, wi l l  be returnk 
shortly to the Te~aee 
Kitimat area in preparation 
of farther French,langunge 
. 9rogran~Lming . . . . . . .  ~ ..... 
• Go lden  Ru le  ra f f le  
Golden Rule employment money, at Woolworth's the Dog 'N 
agency in Terrace is holding 
a lottery offering prizes 
return airway tickets to 
Vancouver and Masset. 
Juanita Hatton, co- 
ordinator of the Golden Rule, 
said the number of a i r  
tickets she will be able. to 
provide for prizes depends 
on the amount of money 
raised through the lottery, 
but so far she estimates 
there will be two'retUrn 
tickets via CP Air from 
Prince Rupert to Massct. 
Every effort to avoid 
holding a lottery has been 
made, Hatton explained, but 
becaus~ of the ongoing 
financial problems of the.. 
employment agency, some 
means i is needed ~ raise 
Tickets are o'n sale for $1 Suds, Terrace Equipment 
each or six for $5 and can be Sales, the Golden Rule office 
purchased from Mr. Stnrby and'Alcan in Kitimat. 
Some blowtorch! 
. Get out your pocket e.omputer- and try this on 
it, for size. 
Scientists at the California Institute' of 
Technology claim they have discovered a source 
of energy so huge it defies any description the 
human mind is capable of imagining. They have 
termed it a "Cosmic Blowtorch". 
According to their figures, the "Blowtorch" 
contains as much energy as 10 billion suns. It 
spews out a cloud of gas 60 trillion kilometres 
long. Where is it? The CaITech scientists locate 
it i,0,t~e Ursa Minor constellation - which is a 
m~/'~~400 million light years fromeartM 
i 
i 
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Let ters  
, .  THEME " 
"1 love., my Mom beeause..." 
otters 
THREE AGE 
CATEGORIES I • ! 
Grades, Kinderaarte ~~n te Qge 
• . , : .  . ,  ~ - - ,  . , .  ~ ,~:  . . . . . :  . !~ .  . , . . .  . . , . 
p ~  
Grades- Two to Four 
PRIZES 
1st- $20,00 
+2rid -., $10.00 
i 
3rd - $5.00 
. . ,4  - .~( t  
, L J~  
Grades - Five to Seven in oaoh oatepry 
RULES: .  
1) Letters, must be written by the ohild in his or her own words. 
2), Must be hand delivered or mailed no latorthan midnight May 7, 1978 
8) Letters must be written in ink (dark •.blue or blaok) and on 
plain, not lined paper. Inolude nipatum and ap. 
4) Only one letter per ohild. 
" All Iotiors will appear in the Mothors Bay Edition on Thursday~ 
May 11, 1978. Letters teritton,!n dark ink on plain paper will appear 
as written, all others will be t)'peset. 
• . . .  " . • • . .  
',ome on k ids ,  
jo in  in the fun  & the pr izes.  
MAIL TO: 
Mothers Day Contest 
Box 399 
Terrace, B.C. 
or DELIVER TO: 
.Terrace/K/t/mat Dally Herald 
3212 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
or IN KITIMAT: 
Pat Zelinski' 
11 Turney Street 










othe  Job opportunities K i t imat  B ig  Br  r 
Persons wishing to apply COOK, 1 vacancy, •. ,o, ., o, e o, ,,.ooo.oo t  ,1, o.oo takes  shape  potunlUes listed for the depending on experience. 
Terrace District on this Will be required to 
page should eontac~ the manage kitchen and staff.  ' 
Canada Employment and tofunction as head 
Centre at 4630 Lazelle cook should be fully by ScottBrowes years, according to director filled out by a mother who to have a group with enough 
"Bi- - Avenue or telephone 635- exper ienced " in food s urothers is not in- of Kitimat Community wishes to have her boy in- cohesion to form teams 
• tended to stop vandalism or Services Jean Koe. yelped with the charitable representing the Big 
7134. costing and menu any other criminal activity, Ethrdcity .could pose a organization. After Brothers - instead "the 
planning INSTRUCTORS, open, $5.60-$6.40 per hour, SHOE REPAIRMAN, 1 but it is intended to give great problem when at- receiving the completed cchesion willbehetwesn the 
Hours wi l l  vary depen- opening. $800.00 per fatherless boys a chance at tempting to match little and application form the little and big brothers in- 
clingon typeof course any month. Must be. able to having male influence big brothers. Dr. Peraya screening committee is set dividually," says Robertson. 
during formative years," explains that the decision on in motion. LATE FLASH: The Big 
person able to corn- Operate all standard says  secretary of  the matches is up to the Upon matching a paii~'bf Brother Association ,of 
municate a skill, trade or equipment and machines screening, matching and screening, matching and males the 'boys' will set-out Kitimat has undertaken a
interest to a group of involved with the trade, support committee of the support committee, on a trek of involvement and money raising activity that 
- i~ nation-wida nd is being adult students. COOK, 1 vacancy, newly .formed Kltimat "There aremany different experience for as long as 
REGISTERED $800.00 pe~ month. Must chapter of the Big Brothers aspects of a match that must they can. One such match pushed by every chapter of 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 have experience in of British Columbia, Claire be taken into consideration, was  reportedly lasting after the association in Canada. 
per liour depending on oriental food preparation. Rohertson. "Peraya explains. "If a fifteen years of relationship. "The big run for little 
experience. Performing Claireisone0fahandfulof potential' big brother can Registration as a big brothers is the first, Canada- 
office nursing services. ELECTRICIAN 1 'pilot' members of the show his sincere good brother is a much more wide, public appeal for funds 
NIGHT AUDITOR, 1 opening. I.W.A. Rate. communi ty  or iented nature, and impress this ce responsible act than the Uttle ever undertaken by Big 
opening, $5.13 per hour. Must be certified one charitable group, the screening committee, he brother application. Big Brothers," it is stated in a 
Must be able to handle year sawmill expereince. At a recent meeting with. will be matched with an brothers will contact the newsletter from the 
full audit duties. Must be some of the executive of the appropriate little brother." association via any of the Canadian Association of Big 
able tocontrol security of HEAD TECHNOLOGIST group the Big Brother Big Brothers will be ex- same contacts used for little Brothers ent o each of their 
the hotel. 1 opening.  $1,286.00 a philosophy was revealed, pected to spend a few hours a brothers. The application chapters. ' 
BAB¥SITTERS- month D.O.E. Must be The organization is set-up to week with the little brother, for a big brother is much The run is a fun affair and 
accomodate boys who have according to Peraya. more of a personal ira- is "not scheduled to go the 
URGENT, open, 1 ) In  able to supervise lab employers home- staff,  machine main- no father, are losing their Optimistically the system pressionon the committees, most direct route in the 
Thomhill area must have tenance program and father, or are without male of screening should work If the person fulfills fastest ime," according to 
influence in their family life, without ever having to'pull a • qualifications of being the newsletter. 
own transportat ion.  1 advise duty roster, according to the four big brother off a match, but honest, trustworthy, sincere Jerry Zweip explains, "We 
child. Alternate weeks - SAWFITTER I opening, association members in the situation could arise and devoted he will thin will be accepting par- 
must  be non-smoker.  $9.60hr Uncertified. $9.80 attendance, whereby a bigbrother is not await a match. "We don't ticipants' names throug~ 
want this to be a fat-cat an'y of the executive $7.00 per day. ~/s hr Certified. Must have Constable John Nykiforuk, fulfilling his role and "will be 
2) In employers home- minimum one years Dr. Peraya, Doug Burton, pulled from the matdi," group, we want everyone - members, or Jean Koe. The 
two references required- experience carbide and Dung Foster, Claire, AI says Robertson. The rich or pear- to get involved runwill take place Saturday, 
in Terrace, 2 children- land. ~. Devoe, Jerry Zweip, and a "support" portion of." the as big brothers," says John May 27th." 
shift work-full time $9.00 tentative, member, Margo screening, matching and Nykiforuk. At 2 p.m. on, the Saturday, St. John's Newfoundland will ~o r day. 3) In employers LIBRARIAN 1 opening. Hamilton.Myers, make the support committee is The chapter members are 
me-two references $1,800.00-$2.300.00 per group complete with a responsible for this enthusiastic about the new kick.off its nm with Victoria 
annum.- Suitable contact for reeruitmmt of assessment of big brothers, organization. This brilliance and all B.C. chapters tar- 
required-Terrace area. of spirit shows through when ring simultaneously at 9:30 
Must have own tran- professional, experience- little brothers, (the boys 
spor ta t ion - !  ch i ld - l )  B.L.S. or M.L,S. degree lacking male influence), In order that the taste eta speaking to any one of the a.m.B.C, time. 
months old, hours are with two years related through Kitimat Community match be totally understond four members that attmdnd The funds raised from 
7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. experiencepreferrable in Services, Jean Koe. by the executive two the meeting, activities sponsored by the 
General  babysitt ing,  vocational academic The group seems a bit members, Jerry'Zweip and Big Brothers wl~o register Big Brothers will go for 
prototype whe~ a person Doug Burton, w~ be ap- pay a $1 registration fee. special trips or other 
$7.00 per day. institution assimilates these particular plying for big brother status Little brothers pay nothing, brotherly monies that will be 
(4) Will take to your home, LIFE INSURANCE.AGENT, and hope to become two of The Kitimat chapter, as all needed. The public is urged 
must have two letters of 1 vacancy, $800 a month, peoplewiththeBigBrothers' referonce, in Terrace area, 1 Terrace, Must be group. One might get the thefirsttoexperiencethejoy ether chapters, must fund to participate, even if there 
child 9 months old, wages able to operate all standard organizationimpressi°n is thatdesignedtheto Ofneed.helping a youngster, m raisingthemselves'activitiesSeveralare moneYon tap Brother.are no pl nSsupporttO becomeis neededaBig 
are $7.00 per day. equipment and machines cater to the needs of only Referral to the association for the up-coming season, and will be appreciated by 
5) In era- involved in the. trade, middle class majority social will come through Human The association is not a the worthy , cause 
reloyers home-live in-two REGISTERED NURSES, 2 groups of boys - not so. The Resources, schools, and fight union. They don't dab association. 
tters of reference are vacancies, "$7.90 per hour, "people mentioned above are Kitimat Community Ser- 
required. Gossin Creek Terrace, Must be R.N. - Shift merely the organizers of a vices, according to Zweip. . FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
.area-shi f t  work-some work. chapter that has been in the Robertson explained thai • AUTOVEST 
housework - fu l l  t ime CREDIT OFFICER T AINEE, 1 vacancy, Salry making in Kttimat for fifteen there is an application form Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
$200.00 per month plus "Negot iab le" ,  Terrace th.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
room and board. 6) In Minimal grade 12 is ,v, . * 'a rs  L" W o r l d  fie up yew ,ash or borrowing pewer, tst and last 
employers  home-two necessary, financial back months rent and drive away. 
references required-in ground an asset, excellent 
Thornhill area must have opportunities for career , • ~ . EXAMPLES 
• Based on 35 month lease 
children-some . (COMB) WELDER, 1 ' ~' f~f~,  ~ 76 F 250 pickup 70 Econollne Van 7~ C 100 Chev p_u 
housework - fu ] l  t ime vacancy, $10.O1 ½ per hour, ~]~:~:~l  ~~.~'~'~~~~, .~ - / i i~  I' S,4O.00per month ,,3&00por month $129.00per monfli 
~ . . . . .  " ~ lease end price lease end price lease end price evening hours. $10,00 per Terrace, To do welding " t' :i ~ $2,115.00. i, ~ SI,91~L04 S1,875.00:, 
empl0)'ersday 'n goti ble.home.two7) In b~p~e~t~~epair" work¢.on~d~o~e~.vy~ titket$1 ty ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~  / ,or simply- return I ' o r  simplY,r4durn .or" simply return 
reference required-in necessary, but minimal 3 ys Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 7e Oodge Van 
Ter ra ,  area. Babys l t -years  experience is ~ [ ~ ~ ~  S139.00 per month S124..permonih S12,.00 per month 
I/ngduties-evenings only- required." ~ . lease end 'price lease end pri¢e lease end price 
1 child, 1½ months old. STENOGRAPHER, I , ~ ~ - ~  S2,025.00 $1,02S.00 $1,MS.00 
$5.00 per day. vacancy, Td25.96 hi.weekly, • or simply return or simply return or simply return 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 vacancy, Terrace, Dictaphone typist " ' Commission, Terrace, 60 W.P.M. THE PROLIFIC MUSKRAT -- The muskrat is capable le Fiesta 3 dr. 70 FI$O 4 x 4 in Olds Cutlass 
Licensed experienced ap. WAITRESSES REQUIRED of breeding at four months of age and producing $~.00 per month $155.00 per m0nth $139.00per month 
Open,. ,. ' .  ~ a litter of six to,eight young at monthly intervals lease end price lease end price lease end price 
p]ieants only. (1) Four inTerrace, must be during the summer months. The" relatively short $1400.00 $2,275.00 S2,03S.00 
FALLER87 vacancies, $135 lgyearsofnge, one to start 5 Canadian summers usually restrict the number of or simp!y, return ~r simply return or simply return. 
per day and bonus plus, a.m. other 5:30 a.m. other litters to two, three, or rarely, four. Thus a female FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Prince Rupert, Must be afternoon wages are $4.58 is capable of replacing her and her mate vTith 12 
exporlmced in West Coast per hour. One to perform to 18 young in one season, although only about .CALL LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
LoggiugTweyears, sawsare car-ho~ duties at $3.00 an half will reach maturity. Under good conditions COLLECT 987-7111 
provided, hour must have 6 months this will result in a density of  one pair and their BELMONT LEA$1NG LTD. 
waitress experience, accumulated young-of-the-year for" every 8 to 10 1160MARINE DRIVE . 
GENERAL OFFICE (2) Out of town, if no tran- acres of marsh. NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0047~A 
CLERK 1 vacancy, approx, sportation available, may 
$4.00 per hour D.O.E., arrange aceomodations. 
Ter race ,  Operat ion  Must have experience, will 
bookkeeping machine (Can serve liquor, must be over 19 
Izai~ if necessary) invoicing, years of age night shift from 
filing, cash, general clerical. 5:00 to 9:00 or 10:00 starting 
CAIMAW answers. FOREST 
CASAW questions 
The memberslttp.vote on funds would cover things PROGRAMS 
the proposed merger bet- that are not presently at. 
Vancouver's CAIMAW "semeof the smeller locals ' .PULP ~ r ~ r = n  - W O O D  P R O D U C T S  
unions will take place today associated with CASAW 
and tomorrow. Feelings of can't afford business agests. 
both pro and con have been CAIMAWhasa general fund Seats available for September 1 978 
voiced on the merger, by to provide services like PREREQUISITES: Graduation on the Combined or Selected Studies Program 
CASAW members, lousiness agents." 
Nat ional  Secretary -  CA.IMAW is an Pulp and Paper: Chemistry 11, Algebra 12 or Math 12 or BCIT 
Treaturer of CAIMAW, Jess amalgamation of members pro-entry Math 
Syccomore, has been in who have left eleven dif- Wood Products: one of Chemistry11, Physicsl lorBlologyl land 
Kitimat for the past few ferent went  unions, all of 
weeks answering questions which are "based in the Algebra12 or Math12 or BCIT pre-entry Math , 
on the merger, posed by States; according to Sye- .TWO YEAR INDUSTRY-S'PONSOREDSCHOLARSHIPS: 
union members, comore. He explains that IF Available to students entering first year ' 
"The major difference the merger were to go 
from this merger would be a through the head office of the Up to, $1200 per student 
structural change. The union would not, and could Include two summers of mill employment 
financial structure of not, be located in a placelike PRACTICALLY-ORIENTED TRAINING PROGRAMS: - 
CAIMAW varies greatly to. KiUmat. "It's just not Industry-experienced teaching staff 
that of CASAW.," says geograph ica l ly  ad- Syeeomore. vantageous". Extensive in-plant field trips 
"Because of the nature of . Outstanding pilot plant training facilities 
the large plant in Kitimat "Politics does not allow a EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
there was a need for a strong head office to isolated." . 
'local. This was established. Syccomore stressed that ~ ~'O'~U~TT~EE~I~"FO'~M'A~" . . . . . . . . . . . .  
with the help of CAIMAW, "we are all in t~e same fight, ~ LI PHONE OR COMPLETE AND MAIL TO: (check one) 
Although the local is quite with the same ideas, and I 434-5734 Forest Products Department 
capable of handling there is no reason why we B,C. Institute of Technology : " Student 
3700 WIIIIngdon Avenue problems at home it is not as shouldn't be together." i Local 279 :: Parent 
active as it could be in the Because CASAW initiated I Burnaby, B.C, V5G'3H2 [', Teacher , I 
nation-wide Canadian labour the merger proposal i Name I 
qnovement," Syccomore members have the right to i [ 
comments, vote against such a plan, 
the 
/ Address 
With a larger union says Syccomore. i ____ ,  . . . . . . .  _ _ _ _ _  . . . . . .  _J, 
- thecareer  campus 
~Z~%~$~```~$~?~`~£¢~``~$~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' I . . . .  * + ' ~ :~ ~ ~' :' ~ 
Be aGasWatcher COLUMBIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 
EndangeN species.! , . . .  
r 
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Standing Rib[ 
R°astBeef'Mi S 1 9 9  1st 5 Ribs. i~  









14 fl! oz. Tin 3for89 c 
Cream Corn 
the,. 
Quality. ~-'1~ Igl 




48 fl. oz. Tin 
75 c 
Vegetable Soup 
..oa,o 99  c Town Houoo. 
10 fl, oz. Tin for 
ice Cream 
Snow m-] 
Star. /~il ~)|J ~UJ 
Assorted l l~l itrejF~ • (d~ 




Grown, 3,b. 99 
Cucumbers 
Long English, 6 9 B,O, Grown. C 
Oanada No. 1 
Grade. Size 18's Each 
May 3rd to May 6th 
In Terrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
!- 
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Editorial 
Perhaps I belong to the  wrong generation. 
Perhaps I am wrong, when the telephone rings 
and I pick up the receiver to expect he person on 
the other end of the line, who is calling me, to act 
like a person. 
Often I am alone in the Herald office in the 
early or late hours - when thinking is less in- 
terrupted, and the telephone light blinks on in an  
irrestible challenge almost as strong as the. 
telephone bell at home. 
"Hey, how much is that car you're trying to get 
rid of?" the voice at the other end will demand to 
know. And if I don't know, do I get told off! 
Now at 7 a.m. - and sometimes five or six a/n 
or 10 and 11 p.m. I would expect the average 
person to assume most businesses a re  closed, 
and, on the off chance of finding someone an- 
swering the phone would at least treat that 
person like a human being. At the very least, 
"Hello, I 'm George Blank. I 'm phoning about a 
classified ad, is there anyone there who can help 
me?"  
Maybe that is a bit too long winded, - but some 
indication that the voice is from one human 
being seeking contact with another human would 
¢ 
Is courtesy dead?-or- "One ringey dingey, 
two ringey dingeys... " 
certainly help. 
Once in awhile there is a pleasant surprise. A 
warm voice comes on that can make even a 
coml~laint sound like a compliment! " I 'm Mrs. 
Blank, and I know it's dreadfully late. But I 
noticed a piece in your paper the other day - 
Thursday, I think it was, and I seemed to have 
lost my copy. Do you think there is any way I 
could get another copy of that issue - or even that 
article. You see it was about..." 
When I learned Mrs. Blank was not that able to 
get around on her own, and because she "came 
on" so humanly, you can guess another copy of 
the paper she had lost was in her hands very 
shortly after she hung up the phone. 
Some of our editorials eem calculated to best 
bring out the beast in some men- and women. 
However, that's not so bad. Any editor worth his 
salt - and a little shake or two of pepper and dash 
of mustard:  expects to get his share of "hate" 
calls. Nor have we been disappointed, lately, on 
that score; One of our callers said he objected so 
strenuously to a guest editorial that he ,felt had 
been a direct attack - a personal attack of Mr, 
Barrett hat he (expletives deleted) though t that 
GUEST EDITORIAL (LOOAL) , 
• "'Kill me i f  you  c n"' 
A look at capital  pun ishment  ' 
by Scott Browes California during the twelve terrifying years 
Television. Media or medium? Chessman spent in prison facing death row the 
The on going controversy centering a/'ound the man was tossed around as a categorical victim - 
impact of television on society, and people in- none the less-found guilty. 
dividualiy, came to a climax May 1 when the. What if - just imaging for a second. You're 
story of a young rambunctious •American who cruising home after just being involved in a beer 
Chessman died, according to the NBC Klan: "Caryl Chessman sniffs the air and leads 
documentary and historical data, seconds before the parade, he knows in a scent, you can bottle 
receiving his fifth stay of execution. Due to all' you made". 
justice department bungling in the state of Chessman left very little behind his curtain of 
HI I  
Letter to the editor 
I timat reader  seeth ing  over  
had incredible intelligence and social scorn,. 
putting him to ,sentenced" death, was aired on 
NBC..."Kill Me If You Can". ' 
It seems rather appropriate that the subject be 
so truthfully portrayed at a t ime when 
Canadians may be about to be faced with the 
parl iamentary decision to re-instate capital 
punishment, or to live ~Id let llve. 
Pr ime Minister Pierre Elliot Trndeau says, 
"There has been no  action taken on the 
suggestion of re-instatement of capital punish- 
ment following the murder of a Saskatchewan 
policeman", according to radio news service. 
It should be hoped not! The pe~on responsible 
for the death of the policeman in our prairie 
pr0~nce has yet~be tr ied, let alone convicted. 
Does the death 0f a policeman constitute any 
super sulfating that might be different han the 
horror and pain after the death of any pecan? 
Alaf l  Alda, the cracked-wit ted doctor- 
character associated generally with MASH, 
captured the essense of Caryl" Chessman's 
struggle for the truth. Chessman was accused of 
committing over one dozen crimes under the 
mask of "the red light bandit". 
Chessman was originally tried and convicted 
of the charges in 1947. It was not until 1960 that 
evidence brought goverment recognition of the 
fact t l~t he was 'possibly' innocent. 
Editor 
'THE GREAT T.V. CAPERI 
TK television ought to 
apologize to Kitimat and 
CBC. Before Iosa Cam- 
pa~nolo and other ksser 
minions "burst a gut" over 
the great 10 minute Film on 
KiUmat hoax. Let me quote 
my diary of events leading 
up to the film and most of all 
let me reveal the TRUTH. as 
to who the real culprit in this 
affair eally is. 
Upon the press release 
that ills Kitimat Pipeline 
was quashed. I telephoued 
Walt Lllmatainen of 'our 
TV Station whether groups in 
favour of the pipeline would 
be allowed to comment on 
tho decision. I was furious 
that 81van lhe present state 
of the Canadian eConemy 
and B.C. in particular why'a 
certain blue eyed darling of 
our l.|eal station, a cabinet 
minkter no less could be 
claiming a victory at the 
apparent success of 
defeating a billion dollar 
investment i  Canada's and 
B.C. economy at this time. 
I was refused time and 
accused Walt of being with 
his station so far in lona's 
pocked that hey could not be 
objective about he news in 
our area. I further pointed 
out that they were censoring 
from the news sent by CBC 
the other side of the Kltimst 
Pipeline Debate and as the 
ouly station they had a duty 
to give th~ thrust and 
motivation eeded to bring 
the dlsatlafactlon of the 
majority of residents of 
Kltimat and Terrace with 
~ rlour brawl, or some such common situation, - 
e police chase you - you bait them in a short 
lived push of the accelerator. 
Suddenly ,you're in an interrogation room 
being accused - not questioned - of being the 
murderer in a case that public pressure forces 
police to search overly aggressively for the of. 
fender. 
A court finds you belligerent for defending 
yourself- or worse yet your lawyer is incapable - 
and you find yourself acing death row. 
Oh but if he had been an up-standing citizen he 
wouldn't have gotten into the situation. No but 
your son can get in that situation. 
Canadia|i courts are not above the faults of the 
American judicial sys tem. .  On the Contrary 
Canada boasts a follow-the-leader syndrome. 
Is it completely incomprehensible to a person 
seeking the truth what i'etributive justice is all 
about. Eye-for-an-eye holds no weight. The  
• answer is mu~ more complicated than simply 
re-murdering.  Even contemporary  
psychologists have stopped using deterrant type 
behaviour~il pat~ernii~g because .of 
government- inst i tuted laws governing ,ex- 
perimentation on subjects if the test would be 
detrimental to the subjects' health. ~ 
In the words of a British lyricists writing oh the 
unjust reality of such people as the Klu KlUX 
CBC TV documentary 
the present government saw a few months aga with all the elements o generate 
decisions at both levels thsit two black eyes and her six "mental health problems, 
were affecting the future month pregnant body loneliness, isolation, etc. it 
growth of the economy of bruised with fist, marks, should be reeognised and 
Tell that, lena, to the lady, especially by govermnent 
who has to wait to see our when we ask for skilled help, 
overworked social eoun- and more of it. Answer that 
Terrace and Killmal. The 
net result was ca'is usual 
with this station for the past 
.7 years since I've known it 
was "we won't rock the 
'boat" or do anything. 
I said I was tired of this 
• station being the extention f
the Liberal Party of Canada 
and Alcan Public Relations 
and that the people here 
could live with the truth. If 
they ware not going to clean 
up their bias, I would ap- 
proach C,R,T,C. to see ff 
something could be done, 
I telephoned C,B.C. news 
and asked ff they would send 
a news team in to allow at 
least some rencilon to the 
pipeline announenment bu
had no idea The District' of 
F, ltimat w~ted an exposo f 
the myth t~t  in our' clean 
town the natives are all Just 
titillated with Joy and all set 
to whoop it up became we 
are 25 years old. Sot'W, 
District of Kitimat, I burst 
the bubble but I see a dif- 
ferent Kitimat. ' 
I see a Kltimat with a 
varied cross secilon of 
people and I see and aim to 
correct, with your help, an 
area of dire need in this 
community that needs ad. 
d r ink .  
I sea an arcs that Ioua and 
her ilk cannot see and to 
~ote her letter, "Kiilmat is 
darn nice place to live." 
Tell that to a kid who three 
days later blows his head 
off~ Tell that to a mother I 
our (expletive deleted) paper should be (ex. del.) 
well ashamed of its (ex del.) self. He expressed 
a keen desire to meet the son of a (ex. del) up a 
hack alley some night, when he would no doubt" 
introduce himself, formally, and explain his 
difference of opinion and take him soundly to 
task for his political bias. 
Another caller, who likewise waived the for- 
mality of an introduction, assured us he had just 
returned froma visit to Mr. Barrett in Vancouver 
where he had personally handed him a copy of 
the offending uest editorial. He did, however, 
have the appreciated courtesy of apologizing for 
having used some rather strong language on our 
"secretary" who happened to have had the 
misfortune to answer the phone in our absence, 
and thus got the initial blast of our readers dif- 
ference 'of opinion. 
But even these rather "frank" calls are much 
preferred to some of the responses we get when 
we attempt o reach a rqlatively unimportant 
civil servant and have to d~al with his secretary 
before we can penetrate what some vulgar chap 
has nicknamed " the  B.S. Curtain". The 
secretary or receptionist will not put our call 
gas, only his four books. 
' • Can we be so  alienated from capital punish- 
ment that we condone its practise? Write your 
• legislat ive representat ive  and voice your 
sailor.., we don't have the tax base of 
You say the' story was the population tosupport the 
gloomy in your letter, Iena, services we seek are no 
you never asked what answers at all. No lona, 
happened to the other half of Kitimat's rip-off mentality is 
the programme. The other coming home to roost and we 
ten minutes that was aired don't intend to wait another 
the Thursday before. 25 years for solutions. 
You did not tell them in The social cancer of 
yourletter that TK television F, ltimat is the failure to 
had deliberate technieall recognise we are Just human 
problems because it con- beings and subject to human 
tainad an article questioning frailty and because some 
your part in the pipeline egotist had a dream of a 
debate, planned city that was built 
You didn't ell the folk of and some qually ~otisticol 
Kltimat that a 'IX news- person declared this was a 
person said it was cut happy place, we all ought o 
because it was controversial. Jump up and down with Joy. 
The rest of B,C. saw the It isn't Just the ease. 
whele story and the message We need to expand our 
that was being put across capital base; we need to 
was, "if 25 years of Kitimat grow as a city and in the 
means anything we have to ~owlng we will come of age 
educate the politicians that as a city, no thanks toyou, 
Kitimat is not a fat cat city; Iona, since you feel wedon't 
Kitimat is not the well need anything, No growth Is 
planned city the P.R, films part of ~ problem but with 
have led us to believe but friends ~Jke Ions. and TK 
that government better stud televisio~don't hold your 
' in the support staff that ore breathf@~a change. 
part of a human cam- I asked ~CBC to kill the 
muulty,' . myth that Kitimat doesn't 
Mental' Health is a ' need help in srowing frna~ 
problem only when the staff government and that 
Is not available to cope government needs to be re- 
because, they 'are over- educated towhat Kitimat is 
worked," Restoring mental all about if we are ever to 
health is a pallent, probing stride into our next 25 years 
and tryinll area and mental with a future and a purpose. 
breakdown Is a ~ NOWI You can't 'build a~own 
situation. Sines Kitimat has when you.export our youth 
through unless we not only tell l~er who we are, 
but first of all she must apparently discover 
whether the gentleman we are calling is actually 
there or not. 
The "I'l l see if Mr. Blank is in" routine is not 
easy to take. If that female does not know 
whether her boss is there or not, one would 
whether or not she is all "there"lher'leterm nit question 
self. While she is thus engaged in de ""ng 
the location of her boss, and probably finishing 
another chapter of "I Was A Female Werewolf" 
she puts us on "hold". Eventually we give up, 
and finally get the information we were looking 
for from a quick call to her boss's girl friend at 
the bar down the street. 
Courtesy on the telephone may seem unim- 
Portant until one realizes how much of one' life is 
now dependent on telephone conversations. 
Every home, office, business establishment and 
service is linked by phone. There surely is no 
quicker way to cheer the world up - or get 
everyone snarling at one another- than ny |sing 
pleasant and courteous, or "short" and l ide - 
when we use that instrument. 
opinion, whether pro or con. The parliamentary 
member might just need reminding of the an- 
tiquated philosophy behind retributive justice. 
Thanks for listening. 
| 
~gt. u. mmms at toe uanaman forces ~aaen May 16 to perform at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 
Band. poses before a type of xylophone on p.m. Admission isFree. 
wheels. The Naden Band will be inTerrace on 
and fail tokeep our old folks from here because ~ome 
here. To keep our ~youth you master plan does not put soul 
need Jobs and for our old, Intoa group of human belngs 
facilities. For a town that in an isolated environment. 
does not even have a Woman We need leadership at all 
doctor, we've come a long levels that's ensitive to the 
way or have we? total nees of people not ex- 
AskTKwhere the first half cusee. 
of the programme wmt and Cordially yours 
askTKwhere the other news Arthur D. Serry 
that's detrimental to Iona _ -  
g~es mayhe we won't be so 
dad. Ask TK about he I have found vandalism in
slJectal viewing sessions for the Terrace area to be a 
o~local council, nfayorand' matter of great personal' 
Alcan official with the in- concern, 
citation"This alia garbage As a newcomer to the 
we keep off the air sent out district, I am more than 
.~y CBC Vancouver." I usually dependent onthe use 
~vendar what they call the of my car to make a living, '
stuff they do finally put on Recently my car was stolen 
air. for no apparent purpose, and 
If anyone has any doubts' during the interval it was in 
as to the authenticity of the the hands, of vandals, it. 
facts the 7 years files o~ sustained unnecessary 
Kitimat's other side are open damages; Fortunately, I 
to inspection. I call them the have been able to recover the 
"Fuddle Duddle vehicle after being without i
Flles."Maybe we-don't several days. 
deserve better or do weT. Actions of this tyl~ result 
Surely. objective in arousing hostility, on t.he 
questioning of any bias is the part of those suffering ~e 
only way ~he facts can needless damage as well as 
mlerge: I don't like to be inconvenience. 
told what someone else I can only 8uose at the 
thinks I should hear or is violent action I might find 
good for me or the com. myself taking should I ever 
muulty, come across those respna., 
Most of us are responsible sible for what hey did to my 
enough to weigh the facts for car. I am sure other victims 
ourselves, Looking over the of vandalism are also 
.list of excuses from TK over building up similar feelings 
the past 7 years presents he of violence toward the 
molt urgent case I've ever vandals. Sooner or later, the 
heard as to the need for an *persons who stole my car 
objective look at where we will try to repeat their act. 
really are in this community Next time they may not be SQ 
and just where are we going ,lucky - each time they leave 
from here, 'a few more clues behind. I
It's time we had concrete for one, am going to be on the 
plans as to how we intend to lookout, night and ~y. 
proceed as a community There must be others, like 




• Dear Sir: 
• During 1978 the town of 
Fairview in the Peace 
River district will be 
celebrating its Golden 
Jubilee-the 50th an. 
niversary of the founding 
of the town with the 
'arrival of the railroad in 
1928. 
We will be celebrating 
our Jubilee during tl~e 
week of August 7thto the 
13th with a great variety 
of activities, social 
cultur~/l and sports 
events. 
and the many volunteers. 
who. every year. make this 
Festival such a success. 
At this time I would alto 
like to express our ap- 
preciation to the News 
Media, eepecially CFTK 
Radio and Television, 
C.B.C., Prince Rupert and 
all local news media for 
without their continuous 
support this Festival would 







TODAY IN HISTORY 
ty THE CANADIAN 
Although we have sent RESS 
out nearly two thousand A small British- 
invitations to  former Canadian fleet raided a 
residents, we know it is U.S. naval base at Os- 
not possible to reach wego, N;y, i 164 years ago 
everyone who has lived in today--in 1814--and 
Fairview that way. sacked it. The Ameri~ans 
We hope that through fought well but were 
your pa~r  we may reach outnumbered 1,200 to SO0. 
some of our former Thebattle, planned and 
neighbors who have not led by Commodore Sir 
yet heard of the Jubilee James Yea, reestablished 
and extend an invitation British control of Lake 
to them to come home for Ontario, allowing them to 
the festivities, " ferry supplies and 
reinforcements o their Yours truly, 
The Fairview Gohl,~ 
Jubilee 
Committee 
Letter to the Editor: 
.On behalf, of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Futival 
executive and committee 
members, I. would .llke to 
extend a most sincere thanks 
to all advertisers,, patrons 
rmy and bring the 
erican invasion of the 
Niagara Peninsula to a 
close in July, i 
1896 - -  The Daily Mall, 
a London newspaper, was 
/founded. 
i~ ;19.27 -- .The Academy of 




VANCOUVER jurisdiction in these 
Chevran Canada was not situations," wrote board 
entitled toa cease-and-desist vlcechairman Rod Ger- 
order against the Teamsters maine. 
Union for picketing its The decision also con- 
Victoria supply depot during talnsd a significant outline of 
the recently-concluded why an employer such as  
AlrWeat strike, the British Chevron was not entitled to a 
Columbia Labor Relations cease-and-desist order, even 
' Board ruled today, though the board found the 
The board said Chevran'a Teamsters' picketing of the 
nppllnation for such snottier company's Victoria oper- 
would not have been granted ation technically illegal. 
if the strike had gone on Chevron argued that its 
• because of the company's supply of fuel to AirWest 
arrangements to supply fuel during the strike was merely 
to AirWent during the 5½- an nct maintaining normal 
month labor dispute, boainesS.OlZrations between 
Although the AirWcet the two firms. 
strike was settled last week RULES NOT NORMAL 
following a beard hearing m The board noted that 
Chevren's application, the Chevron used non-union 
board decided to issue its management personnel to 
ruling anyway because of the cross the picket lines at 
significant Judgments In- AirWeat in order to deliver 
voived, the fuel and added that 
In its 39-pagu decision, the Chevren's standard contract 
board determined it has with Ah'Wcet gave Chevron 
.jurlsdlctiontoconsldercases the right to suspend its 
where a provincial employer obligations in the event of a 
' (Cbevran)' is picketed by labor dispute. 
, workers covered by the "The arrangements made 
federal labor code (AirWest by Chevron for the continued 
employees), delivery of its fuel to AirWest 
WANTED INJUNCTION represent, in our opinion, 
The matter had been. positive steps taken by. 
referred to the board by the Chevrno for the purpose of 
B.C. Supreme Court after 
Chevron first sought a court 
injunction against the 
Teamsters Union, which 
represents the 95 AirWest 
workers who were on strike. 
• In finding that it does have 
jurisdiction in the AirWest 
case, the board noted that 
several court injunctions 
were granted by the B.C. 
Supreme Court to provincial 
.employers .picketed by 
members of the Tele- 
communication Workers 
Union during their recent 
strike * against B.C. 
Telephone Co.--a dispute 
covered by the federal labor 
code .  . 
"Our decision • that the 
board has jurisdiction should 
"not be read as implying any 
judgment on our part that 
the board has exclusive 
assisting AlrWest . in 
resisting the union's lawful 
strike," Germaine wrote. 
He said the Teamsters 
showed •`restraint in the 
altuatioa'by not escalating 
its picketing to Chevron's 
operations until five mouths 
after the nirike began. 
G~maine stressed that- 
Chavron's conduct was not 
unlawful, that the,company 
was entitled to make the 
arrangements it made, 
"however, having made 
these arrangements in order 
to assist AirWest in reducing 
the impact of the lawful 
strike, Chevron was not 
entitled to obtain any reliof 
from this board because the 
union belatedly took nteps to 
restore the anticipated 
impact of its lawful picketing 
of AirWest." 
comodation, and Sybil Benzer, "secretary of the Ker- 
mode'78 committee review applications from students 
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• ary Boyd, in ch'~'g+ of • reg i~++; ; t t~ '~"g+~ e for the Pr@ 
Drama finals beginning May 17. 
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VANCOUV~'.R (CP) -- 
Pacific Wester~ Airlinds 
acquisition of Transnir Ltd. 
of Winnipeg and Air 
Canada's attempt to pur. 
chase Nordair Ltd., of Men- 
ireal, have loft Canada's air 
policy in disarray, executive 
vice-president of CP Air, 
said Tuesday. - 
Ken Dakin said in an inter- 
view that the country'~ 
stated policy for/he past 13 
years has been to have two 
tress-continental nd in 
ternational oporators--CP 
}50 will come to 
Terrace in May 
REGISTRATION FOR provincial function in the Kimberly, Campbell River, 
Provincial Drama FestiVal north is the access northern Nanaimo, Oliver, Powell 
is now complete. There are 
350 students, teachers, and 
professional theatre people 
planning to attend the 4 day 
conference and presentatlno 
of plays May 17-20 at the 
REM Lee Theatre at 8:15 
p.m. 
The students ~nd their 
chaperones come from all 
parts of the province, and a. 
great many of them from the 
northernreaches. One of the 
benefits of holdina an annual 
students haveto the event River, Whiterock, and 
without the 'high cost of Buruaby. 
travelling to the Lower Allpartielpantsareinfora 
Mainland. Prince George, great surprise when the see 
Houston, Dawson Creek, the lovely theatre facility for 
Prince Rupert, Fort St. the performances. The 
John, Smithers, Caseiar, R.E.M. Lee Theatre is 
Kitimat, andTerrace areali somethingTer~aceshonidby 
will representedoat this proud to show off. 
"year's conference. Other 
areas participating in the 
gala festival of live theatre 
are Coquitlam, Vernon, 
Canadian air policy 
now. in disarray 
CP Air is restricted to "It cestsus$55 million for 
offering 25 per cent of a wide-body aircraft," he 
seating capacity on iran- said. 'The only way we can 
scont inenta l  f l ights  oblige the travelling public 
although under a relaxation 
in policy granted last year it 
can take up to 35 per cent of  
whatever increase in 
business there may be this 
year and up to 45 per cent 
with chSap fares and 
profitably operate such 
expensive quipment is by 
exploiting the potential 
productivity of our aircraft 
as fully as possible." 
Everyone is invited to 
attend the award winning 
plays that form Kermode 
Theatre '78. All those plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
judicatiofi in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre were chosen from 
regional drama festivals 
.earlier in the year. The 
Festival gets under way 
Wednesday May 17 when the 
Vancouver Playhouse 
performs "Loot", an upside 
down comedy in the Mouty 
Python vien. The student 
productions begin Thursday 
MwylS-20. Tickets for all 
performances can he ob- 
tuinad at Terrace Library 
and Sight and Sound $3.00 
adult - $2.00 student or 
seniors. Four day passes are 
! available for $10.00 or ~6.00. 
next year. Dakin said that airline Plan to attend this ~ama 
Dakin said a number of regulatory practice in "extravaganza. 
things have chaBged since Canada can not he conducted Basford asks for Oltawafiratdivklsdupthe In tsolation to what is hap- 
transcontinental traffl" parting in the United States 
- - - "a - Air and Air Canada and between Air Canada nd CP where the Civil Aeronautics 
/ • • L • -  five---ional 'carriers each Air. Air Canada new is. a, Board is committed to Bi l ingua l  t r ia l s  with own ,.ed ,. ,tory. maj0r.i'.n.ternatinnal .a,~ .]~. orasi~.rnies restricting in- 
' '~ . . . . . . . . .  n" '="e  of the, elmnaes .ann ot m neeo oz armsaat dustry competition. 
• ' . '  ' ,4 '~  ~'+ ~, ~ , - .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ~+'++'~. . .w , ,  . " • 0 , • By uAROL~ L ~: .: "-~?. fu ! l fedeta~WanoUt . .  Dakin ~aid he would like to • protection against com- .He said it is too ~asy ,or 
O'~PTAWA (cP)~.~Us.t/ce ~ii o r  St~i~ ~!~Ith~ Cla~rk:,,s see t~e'~cv~nrotoctln= ~d~' ~fiti6n and the econotnlce of Canadinntravellers to catch. 
Mirdster tt~* uasgc~l' :ap=:+~teme'fit, whidt  'said the i_ Canada;s "c~oss-co~ntr' airline operation have a cro~|-ouantry flight south 
pealed on Tuesday for MPs Conservatives wanted the traffic eased. • ' altered, of the border, and with thnt 
to contribute to nationnl option always at hand~ 
unity bysuppor t ing  
legislation assuring every 
citizen the right o a criminal 
trial in either official 
language. 
"This minimum of 
language rights is essential 
if Canada is to survive as a 
country of two official 
languages," Bosford said, 
urging speedy Commons 
passage, 
Progressive Con- 
sor~atives, however, say the 
bill must give the provinces 
• more power in deciding 
when the new language 
provisions come into effect. 
The new Democratic 
Party nupportod the bill with 
no demand for change. 
Conservative Justice critic 
Eldon Woolllams called the 
bill a dangerom invasion of 
provincial rights ovei' the 
admigsiratton ofjustice. 
The legislation would 
amend the Criminal Code to 
guarantee a trial in either 
French or English. The 
Judge, .Jury and court clerk 
wc~ld have to understand 
the language chosen, but the 
proseci~r could use a trans- 
lator. 
SAYS NO FORCE 
Stressing that he is not 
forcing French or English 
down anyone's throat, 
Basford said the legislation 
would be implemented on a 
province-by-province basis, 
only after full discussion 
with attorneys-general. 
" I~  means the legislation 
w o~d take force gradually, 
l~obably starting in Quebec, 
Ontario and New Brunswick 
which have the largest 
Francophone populations, he 
said. 
During Basford's peech, 
Opposition Leader Jou Clark 
released a statement 
Op0Slng amendments to 
bill requiring formal 
agreement from each 
province before the legis- 
ktlon could be proclaimed. 
He said the Conservatives 
would vote approval in 
principle to allow the bill to 
go to cornel;tee. 
CALLED NEEDLESS 
Wooliams said the bill 
would be greeted in some 
parts 0f Canada whern little 
French is spoken, as a 
needless duplication of 
BerViCeap . . , ' 
He also demanaea that the 
federal government be 
prepared to thence the costs 
of the :program since I t  Is 
being ,'thrust on the 
prov|nce~,!' by federal 
authorities, 
Wooiliama' demand for 
federal government to help 
the provinces meet he cost 
cf implementing the new 
program. 
Basf0rd dbmissed critics 
who said some provinces do 
mt have a large enongh 
French population to provide 
sufficient Jurors. 
He said even Newfoun. 
dland, with only 3,500 
French-speaking residents, 
will he able to find Juries for 
French trials. 
He predicted most Frmch 
trials would "take' place in 
blonireal, Toronto and 
Vancouver, all of which have 
sizeable French-speaking 
populations. " 
"There is nothing in the 
bill to prevent pro vinous 
from extruding +the same 
provisions . to civil 
procedings, but this is a 
question fur each province," 
the minister said. 
Debate n the bill was to 
continue today. 
$1.5 million, for 
lost habitat 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Alderman Bernice Gerard 
couldn't persuade city 
council Tuesday to ban the 
Broadway hit show Ohl 
Calonttal from the Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre May lS 
and lS but counoil did ask the 
civic theatres board to. 
impose an age restriction on 
the show. • 
"You mean a restriction 
on our own stunt"bones," 
Gerard said when • Ald. 
George PuLl proposed the 
restrtctinn, 
"If Ohl Caleuttal with its 
group masturbation, mau 
copulation and bondage sex 
is welcome at the theatre, 
then anything would be 
welcome," aim onld, 
The civk tbaati~ board 
had concluded that they 
could not prohibit the show 
on the basis of the attorney- 
general's guidelines for 
obscenity, and any decision 
on the show would have to be 
a political one made by 
council, 
Council tacitly approved 
the show's appearance by 
recelvi~ the theatre board 
report and them Passed _a 
motion unanimously 
directing the board, to is.  
pose an age restflction ~ it. 
Council bad in Novemuer 
approved the show for an 
earlier date this yonr, but the 
production was postponed 
shortly after. 
VICTORIA (CP) ; -  The 
British Columbia govern. 
sent will spend tl.5 million 
during the current fiscal 
year on a compensation 
ngram for. wildlife habitat 
t because of hydroelectric 
projects, Conservatim 
Minister Sam Bawlf said 
Tuesday. 
He said most of the funds 
come from B.C. Hydro and 
Power Authority to replace 
habitat lost because of 
flooding at the Libby Dam in 
Mentana, the Seven Mile 
'Dam on the Pend D'Orellle 
River near Trail, Revcistoke 
Dam near Revelstoke and 
the Ksenieyelde Dam on the 
Lower Arrow Lake. 
N b A spokesman for the o an  on  said that ~1,600 
will be used. to compensate 
Calcut ta  =' '= '  dam; while ~]06,000 has been 
alloted for Pend D'Orcille 
flooding, 11.2 million for 
Revelstoke and ~,500 for 
the Lower Arrow Lake. 
Bowff said compmsation 
for flooding from the Libhy 
dam is part of a recipz, ecal 
agreement with the United 
States government. 
He said that Hydro. has 
allocated $1.8 million for the 
Pend D'Oreille projecl 
during the next several 
years. 
The minister said that the 
~90,000 which Hydro will 
pay for 1,286 acres of 
privatelyowned land in the 
Pend D'Orelile River valley 
comes from reserves 
• allocated for the project an 
well as from the current 
allocation. 
The woperfles acquired 
under this program will be 
turned over to the govern- 
ment which will develop 
them with further funding 
from Hydro. 
Bawif said the Pend 
D'Oreille property contains 
valuable deer winter range 
and coordinated recourse 
management and Wildlife~ 
management plans have 
been prepared by the fish 
and wildlife branch. • 
Meeting could have 
• prompted violence 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -An  The witness said the 
ant/.combinea inquiry Into 
the'fisherman's union was 
adjourned last December 
became an official feared 
the hearingmlght be marred 
by vicienos,~ a government 
invest igator  testlf ie, 
Tuesday in provincial court, 
Simon Wapnlarski, an 
investigator with tho anti. 
combines commission, was 
testifying at a trial in which 
seven members ofthe United 
Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union are charged 
with impeding the inquiry. 
Wapnlarski said about 20 
to 25 persons had gathered 
Dec. 7 in the reception area 
of the dePartment of con. 
eumer afhdro offices and the 
atmosphere was tense. 
"The sltuatl~ was tense 
and I thought it might lead to 
violence," , so Inquiry 
commiss ioner  F rank  
Rcseman acted on his advice 
'and adjourned the hearing, 
Wopnlarski said. 
hearing, which was ad- 
j0urned indefinitely the next 
day, has not since races- 
vaned. 
Charged under the 
Combines Invest/gallon Act 
with impeding an inqulw ar~ 
union presid~t Jack Ninhol, 
former president Homer 
Stevens, business agent 
George Hewinon and 
memoers David Mclntesh, 
Bert Ogden, Kenneth 
Robinson and Walter 
Tickson. 
Most of the half.day 
hearing Tue~dny was taken 
up with a Volt dire, on a trial 
within a trial during which 
Judge Douglas Hums 
decided whether television 
film shot during the incident' 
was admissible as evidence 
against he accused, 
The Judge decided the film 
is admissible In a general 
sense, but advised the 
lawyers he may rule out 
certain portions when. he 
views the fibs. . • 
Canadian regulators can not 
be too restrictive about 
competition here. 
Dakin said that formal or 
unofficial night-time curfews 
at Dorval airport in Mon. 
heal and at Vancouver and 
Toronto airports should be 
applied with more flexibility. 
"I  don't suggest that 
aircraft should operate 
round.the-cluck into certain 
sensitive airports, but there 
should be ~some flexibility," 
he said. " 
Both CP Air. and. Air 
Canada now offer lower 
fares for f l i~to  which leave " 
at off hours. 
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Westcoast gas 
• plans opposed., 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
George ~echaor, chairman 
of the British Columbia 
Petroleum Corp., said 
Tuesday the corporation 
does not want Wceteoast 
Transmission Co. to loop the 
remaining single sections of 
its Chetwynd-t o-Huntingdon 
gas pipeline. 
Lechnor told a hearing of 
the National Energy Board 
.that he project is too un- 
certain because the gas 
Westcoast says it can save 
through looping might, not 
have an export market. 
Looping is building a" line 
beside an existing line. • 
Westconst has applied to 
the board for permission to 
loop 388 kilometres of its 
1,032-kilometre gas line~ 
maintaining that looping the 
single sections of the line 
would allow it to save 6.7 
billion cubic f&t of gas a 
year. 
The looping would cost 
$80.6 million and the 
petroleum corporation would 
have to pay 55 per cent of the 
cost. 
~Lechnor said there must 
he no uncertainty in the 
project as long as a large 
portion of the cost falls on the 
corporation and B.C. tax. 
payers. 
Wee,coast has said that he 
looping would allow the firm 
to have more gas available 
to sell to U.S. markets. 
MARKET RISKY ' 
"With regard to West- 
coast's statement that gas 
saved through this proposed 
- looping will be sold, I can 
assure you that gas saved 
will not he sold for a very 
long time," Lechner said. 
"There in no assurance 
whatsoever that the export 
market will take the gas." 
B.C. Hydro took issue with 
Westeoest's e timate of how 
much the looping would cost 
Hydro, a gas customer of 
Wee,coast. 
Edward Guy, gas supply 
planning engineer for Hydro, 
said that. while Westcoast 
shews for 1979 a net cost 
inorease to Hydro of ~,000,  
his tables show the increase . 
would be $1,0e5,000. 
Louise Mandell, legal ~ 
counsel for the Union of B.C. • 
Indian Chiefs, which also ,: 
opposes the looping, said the 
UBCIC wants assurances 
frem Wceteoeat that it will : 
make compensation fo r "  
damage d~e along the right- 
ofway to the Indians' ' 
traditional lands, if the 
louping goes ahead. 
A. L. Green, vice-preaident :
of gas nupply and sales for 
Westcnast, said his company 
"will make reasonable 
compensation to individuals . 
for damage and in- + 
convouiesce caused by the : 
line crossing their land, and ." 
make reasonable r storation 
to fishermen affected by 
damaged creaks." 
The line now runs from " 
Chetwynd in northeastern 
B.C. to Huntingdon, about 80 
kilometrea east of Van- , 
esuver. 
Call for 
res ignat ion  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
,Vancouver and District 
Labor Council has called for 
the resignation of deputy 
at tome~v-gese~al Richard 
Vogel for remarks he made 
last week about illegal break 
ins by the RCIVIP. 
Council delegates also 
voted unanimously Tuesday 
to condemn the 402 break ins 
conducted by the RCMP 
without search warrants in • 
British Columbia since 19'70.. 
Council secretary -  , 
treasurer Paddy Heale said • 
the trade union movement 
should lead the fight against 
such police tactics. 
He said comments by 
federal Solicitor-General 
Jean-Jacques Blak that the " 
break ins are legal because 
they were not carried out . 
with criminal intent "smack 
of a police state." 
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Clarence Michiel respective place 
in hosted volleyball tourney 
CLARENCE MICHIEL VOLLEYBALL PLAYDAY SUM- 
MARY 
- A total of 100 games were played 
. Approximately 200 students participated 
• 20 teams involved, 10 girls and 10 boys. 
Division Winners (These teams advanced to Semi-Finals) 
Division A (Girls) Division B (Girls) 
I. Clarence Michiel I. Kildsla (Kitimat) 
2. Roy Wilcox (Kitimat) 2. Thornhill 
Division I (Boys) Division H (Boys) 
1. Clarence Michiel 1. Thornhlll 
2. Nechako (Kitimat) 2, Uplands 
Semi Finals 
Girls: 
Clarence Michiel 11 Thornhill 6
Clarence Rich,el 2 ' Thornhil111 
Clarence Michiel U Thomhill 6
- Clarence Michiel advanced to finals 
- Thornhiil advanced to Consolation Round 
Klldsla 11 Roy Wilcox 3 
Kildala I1, . Rey Wticox9 
- Kildais advanced to finals 
- Roy Wilcox advanced to Consolation Round 
Boys: 
Cisrenee Michie111 Uplands 0
Clarence Michie111 Uplands 8 
. Clarence Michiel advasded to finals 
- Uplands advanced to Consolation Round 
Thornhill 4 Nenhako 11 
Thornl]~ll 1 Nechako 11 
- Nechako advanced to finals 
- Thornhill advanced to Consolation Rounds 
Finals 
Consolation Round (To determine 3rd and 4th place) 
Girls: 
ThornhJl111 Roy Wilcox 6 
Thornhill 9 Roy Wilcox 11 
Thornhiil 3 Roy Wilcox 11 
- Roy Wilcox PLACES 3rd 
- Thornhill PLACES 4th 
Boys: 
Thorn~ 11 Uplands 6
Thornhill 5 , UplandS II 
Thornhiil 12 Uplands 10 
- Tharnhill PLACES 3rd 
- Uplands PLACES 4th 
Championship Round (To Determine l t and 2nd Place) 
Girls: 
Clar .e~ee Michiel 15 Kildsin 12 
Clarence Michiel 4 Kaldsla 15 
Clarence Michiel 12 Kildsin 15 
- Kildala PLACES 1st 
- Clarence Michiel PLACES 2nd' / 
Lions'share 
Grey Cup games, 
Utock, once an Eastern 
Football Conference all-star 
when a member of Toronto 
Argonauts, was obtained by 
the Lions prior to the '1977 
season in a multil~layer deal 
which sent Wayne Sm)th to 
the Argos. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The Canadian defensive 
British Columbia Lions back didn't report to B.C. 
today obtained veteran until midseason and ap- 
defensive back John Boaton pearedeaastartorinthelnst 
from Montreal in a Canadian two games of the season with 
Football League trade which the Western Football Can- 
sent Larry Utock to the ferenee team. 
Alouettes, 
Beaton, 28, is a Vancouver ]]eaton played high school 
native who tried out with the football at Vancouver 
Liens.,-in, 19~2 and  was • ,Coilege .and received a 
rciea~'ed; "He ;~p~ ~,~fo~:~.~:~ch'o'larship" .'tr0m"." ~ the 
seasgns 'W/th" 'Edmonton UniVersity of'Tulsa in 1968. 
Eskimos and two with the He transferred to Simon 
Alouettes, appearing in four Fraser University in nearby 
Burnahy in 1970, where he 
was a middle linebeeker. 
Beaten signed with Ed- 
monton' as a free agmt in 
1973 and in 1976 was traded.to 
"Montreal. 
He makes his off-seasen 
home in Vance~er. 
Aeros lose  pres ident  
due to d iscrepancy  
Boys: 
Clarence Michiel 15 
Clarence'Michicl 
- Clarence Michiel PLACES 1st 
- Nechako PLACES 2nd 
PLAYDAY STANDINGS i 
Girls: 
1st Kildain (Kitimat) 
2nd Clarence Miehiel 
3rd Roy Wilcox 
4th Thornhill 




NEW YORK (AP) --  
Limited partners of the New 
York islanders hockey team 
say in a suit that principal 
owner Roy L. M, Bne has 
drained $3.5 million from the 
National Hockey League 
team and used the money for 
Idmself orfor his financially- 
troubled National Basketball 
Association team, New 
~ersey Nets. 
The acemation of fraud 
was made in a $10-milllon 
suit brougl~t in supreme 
court in Mineola by Thomas 
Thornton of Manhaaset, in 
behalf of himself and other 
imited partners in the 
~ational Hockey League 
~am. 
The suit said Boa con- 
:ealed financial information 
~rom the partners and called 
m them to put up extra 
money to cover up the drain 
~f cash from the Islanders to 
he NetS. 
Bo.e is reported to own ap- 
)roximately 20 per cent of 
he stock in both teams. 
Each franchise has about 40 
partners, I0 of them jointly 
involved in beth teams. The 
suit names as cndefendant a 
general partner called 
R.L.M. Sports Inc., which 
he suit claims Boa controls. 
The suit charges that Boa's 
~orporation refused to 
"deliver financial in- 
formation. , in an effort to 
conceal its misconduct." It 
alleges that R . L . M .  
"surreptitiously diverted 
and transferred property 
and- assets from the 
(Islander) parmers!~ip.to.ti~,~ 
Nets." ' :" ~,. 
As a result, the suit donfin- 
=es, the Islander partnership 
lacked money for its 
business operations and Boa 
placed a callof $7,500 ashare 
to help defray Islander 
losses. 
Boe, who was unavailable 
for immediate cenunent, has 
been beset by financial and 
legal problems since he took 
control of the Nets I0 years 
ago and the Islanders six 
years ago, first as a cor- 
poration and then as a tim. 
Red partnership. 










"Rookie of the Year" honors 
in the 1977 Labatt Cbam- 
pionshlp Series for Fromula 
Atlantic cars, the experts 
predicted good thin@ to, 
come for young Jeff Wood. 
They couldn't have been 
more correct. 
Wood, 21, of Studio citY, 
California, is already tied.for 
the lead in the $~5,000 Ford of 
Canada Points Fund after 
Just two) events in the 1978. 
series. A second place finish 
in the second round at 
Westwood Circuit here April 
Labatts rookie-of-the-year is second 
PORT COQUITLAM, B . C .  23,1eaves the youngster with it was a bad race for March-Ford, then returned 
When hewonthe covered 39 sories pointe. He is tied for 'Canadian competitors, to the race only to retire four 
Former Canadian champion laps later after a minor 
Bill brack of.Troonto,' riding collision with another. 
as high as fifth, spun his STP competitor. 
first with Howdy Holmes, 
winner of the first round at 
Long Beach California• 
Holmes finished eighth at 
Weatwood after being slowed 
by a flat ttre on his Jiffy 
March-Ford. 
Wood had qualified his 
March-Ford fastest for the 
race, but trailed the Exits 
Chevron-Ford of winner 
Keke Rosberg of Finland by 
just over four seconds at the 
finish. Third was the March- 
Ford of Price Bobb of Dallas, 
Texas. 
Peanut hustler sells nuts with smiles 
Pacific Coast League 
baseball has returned to 
Vancouver and if you decide 
to  take in a gem at the 
stadium alongside Queen 
Elizabeth Park, sooner or 
i later a young man will walk 
down your aisle crying out: 
"peanuts.. .  popcorn... 
crackerjacks..." 
It's all part and parcel of 
baseball tradition and it's no 
different now that the new 
Vancouver Canadiaus are 
playing their first home 
stand of the young season. 
Nat Bailey, who passed 
away last month at 77, would 
bare loved it. . 
Bailey? He's as much a 
part of baseball history in 
Vancouver as "Mr. 
Baseball" himself, the late 
Bob Brown. And the large 
baseball section housed in 
the British Columbia Sports 
Hall of Fame and Museum, 
devotes a lot of its space to 
these two pioneers of the 
game. 
Brown was the older of the 
two and it was he who 
• literally carved Vancouver's 
first ball park out of the bush 
at 7th Avenue and Hemlock, 
way back when the old 
d/ppor ship was still to be 
seen at dockside in Van- 
couver harbor. The year was 
1909. 
From then on ha more or 
less raised pro ball in the 
town through the 1928's and 
30's and as his teams im- 
proved, his reputation i the 
baseball-crazy U.S.A. also 
grew. He became known as a 
keen judge of taiet and when 
it came to wheeling and 
eating, few were Ms" equal.. 
And one of-'~e biggest 
thrills of Brown's life came 
in the late 1940's, when the 
Capilano Brewery pur- 
chased Brown's team and 
nemed him General 
Manager and . Vice- 
president. A new stadium, 
Capilano, was built to house 
the club, which played in the 
Western Internat ional  
League, the forerunner of 
the P.C.L. 
Brown has spent a lifetime 
building baseball and when it 
came time for him to retire 
in the early • 195O's Nat 
Bailey, in many ways 
Brown's protege, was there 
to take ova'. 
,• The association between 
the two goes back to those 
early years when Brown ran 
the old Athletic Park. While 
he was concerned with 
running the ball club, Bailey, 
just a lad, was busy hustling 
peanuts and popcorn in the 
stands. He'd also stand near 
home plate prior to each 
game and, megaphcee in 
hand, announce the lineupa 
to the crowds. 
He sold a lot of peanuts and 
over the years turned his 
tiny-nine-inning enterprise 
fine a multi.milllou dollar 
chain of restaurants called 
the White Spot, which he 
eventually sold for $6.5 
millim. 
An amazingly successful 
businessman, Bailey was 
much like Brown in that he 
was honest end a. hard 
worker. After Brown retired, 
Bailey stepped in and • 
organized Vancouver  
Mounties Holdings, Ltd. to 
keep the club going. He took 
over as President of the dub 
• in 1957 and remained at the 
helm until 1960. Un- 
fortunately, the Mounties 
folded in the late 1960's. 
Even after that he 
remained active in baseball 
and was always an avid 
supporter of the game and 
other sports as well. For 
many years, for example, 
any amateur league could go 
to Bailey and have its 
schedule printed on high 
quality paper-for nothing. 
"There were a iot of people 
around town he took care 
o~," slad former Mountie 
General Manager, Lew 
Marlin, "He did a lot of 
things nobody ever knew 
about." 
While Bailey always 
stayed in the background, he 
was prepared to accept one 
heneur prior to the official 
opening night of the new 
Canadians and Nat had 
accepted. 
Bailey, no doubt, would 
have enjoyed opening night 
and so would have Brown. 
They made a dandy two- 
generation pair of baseball 
pioneers and when the kids 
at'Nat Bailey - 
(Capilano)Stadium are 
hustling peanuts, popcorn 
end crackerjacks, they are 
carrying on mere of a 
tradition then they probably 
reelhe. 
NFL draft flooded with bucks 
NEW YORK (AP) --  The, milllou over five years, and No. S selection, by New 
Orleans New Na~l - .  Football ;!League's "who promised that Campbell Saints. York 
d~'af~" of college players 'would make about $I.,4 Jets took Ohio state tackle 
entered the mopping-up mil]iou in six. Chris Ward, • 
stage today after Tuesday's 
opening six 'rounds claimed 
the stars. 
Earl Campbell, Art StY, 
Wee Chandler, Chris Ward 
and the other instant 
superstars were long gone, 
gobbled up and showered 
with-hundreds of thousands 
of dollars by most of the 
league's 28 teams. 
After the excitement died 
down, the teams were lelt 
looking for diamonds in the 
NO. 3 PICK 
Still. a 6-foot-F, 200-pound 
with bulldozing runners like 
Lawrmce Mccotchean and 
John Cappelletti, picked 
Oklahoma's Elvis Peacock. 
Dallas, the' Super Bowl 
champion, took defensive 
end Larry Bethea from 
Michigan Slate, 
NEED BLOCKER 
"We needed a blocking 
.tight end," sa id  general 
Buffalo Bills went for 
Terry Mill~, a ranningback 
from Oklahoma State. Miller 
is the Bills' successor to 
O.J.sim~os: ~aded to San 
Francisco '49ers last March. 
The '49ers drafted with 
O.J. in mind. They took 





(Reuisr) - -  A small bomb 
, ~ Rodhwest. Community College 
Vooahonal Instructors 
Required For 
Marine Diesel and Gas Engine Mechanics 
This program covers all components of current 
marine engines arid related propulsion systems. 
The successful applicant will have experience in the 
repair of the following equipment: 
(a) 2 cycle engines, both gas & diesel 
(b) 4 cycle engides, both gas & diesel 
(c) related propulsion systems 
(d) related electrical systems 
This lea  continuing position subject to 3 months 
probation Starting date is July 3, 1978. Competition 
closes May 26, ~9.78. 
Air Brakes 
The successful applicant will be required to travel to 
communities in the College region, teaching one week 
courses. The College will pay reasonable living ex- 
penses while the in instructor is away from home. 
The successful applicant will have the following 
qualifications: 
(a) valid driver's license 
(b) valid air ticket 
(c) drlvlng experience in air brake equipped vehicles 
(d) experience in servicing or maintaining air brake 
equipped vehicles 
(e} good driving record 
This is a short term appointment from September 5, 
1978 to March 30, 1979. Competition closes June 30, 
1978. 
Marine Engine Mechanic 
This program covers all components of both 2 cycle 
and 4 cycle gasoline marine engines and related 
propulsion components. 
The successful applicant will have experience in the 
repair of: 
(a) outboard marine engines 
(b) Inboard.outboard marine engines 
This is a planned 8 month position to commence 
September 5, 1978 and complete April 27, 1979. Com- 
petition closes June 30, 1978. 
Heavy Duly Mechanic 
To instruct Pre.Apprentice or Apprentice students in 
all phases of their trainlng, including both theory and 
practical. 
This is a planned 5.month position to commence 
September 5, 1978 and complete February 1, 1979. 
Competition cl~es June 30, 1978• . . . .  : ~. 
For all the above positions, preference will be given 
to those with: 
(a) Five years journeyman experience or equivalent 
(b) Previous teaching and.or supervisory experience 
(c) Grade 12 education or equivalent 
For further information, contact F. Wilson at 635. 
6511. 
Please send applications to: 
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season ticketstopursuea bid with Acres owner Kenneth . . " tselsman "rropny-wmnmg • , demuifleation payments to • fr m Texas. back KeRh Simpson from - 
for entry into the National Schni~zer's ticket campaign, the Knieks that started when rta~ing back ~o I 220- Memphis State, New York 
Hockey League. "I hope that it will be sue- the Nets moved to the NBA ."='."P~?' "., ~"':.".' -- Giants nabbed Stanxoru ,, ,, ,, ' pounaer, m zmancmuy see • The only statement I ceesfel, Vickers said. I ¢^. u¢. ,ho.~o ~,, ,~.t to tackle Gerdon .King. Detroit 
have to make, is that some of think there is an excellent ~v~Ke'":" ~ trope. . . . .  "':"~e s ":~me- as -P'-ent took defensive nacko LutherDame ' . B Y 
my philosophy and . chance for it to he sue- . I, . . . . .  ,o~oa ,,..,t.o~ta Bradley from N tre . 
asp|rations for the hock easeful" . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ey , reported worth about $1.2 Tam~. :Bay frograbKb~m ' 
deles°" . . . .  ick" 
• • 'e • lucky, was the No. 2 p , • Lacrosse le ue actlwtles for Jumors taken by Kansas City, whose 
ag  defenee was the worst in the 
• NFL last year. 
VICTORIA (CP) --  night in a Western Canada at the end of'the first period Richmond, which moved into ,,w,~ h~ll~ve Art will held 
Murray McLaren and Wayne Junior Lacrosse League and pelled ahend10-8 after 40 12-12 tie with Victoria at us rebuild the Chiefs 
Reeve scored four goals each game before about 700 fans. minutes. . ,~ ~,, _, ,~._ , , . . ,  ~ . ,~  ~^~--M ,. . . . .  tobilit-" 
• ea  £~]OO UJL Mi~ l ,  l i l l I  ~l&q~ tl~&~-,ILS~w~ ~ a*~,oj[m,.,~,. J t  as Victoria MeDonalds TareyPollnekaddedthr KevinKennedv. RonSa~e . . . . . . . . . .  ,,_. , . . . . . .  ~. ..~a uo.,. v.~-~ ¢.~m . . - ,  u~[ur= m. . . .m.  ,uu ,  s, , , , .= ==,,, ,,,=,, ,~, er 
downed R~chm~d . goals for the winners, which Paul Michaels Do'u; ~ " - ' -  , s behind head coach of Montreal 
Roadrunners 16-12 "tneseay were tied 3-3 with Richmond Angrove and Ed Van Dyk " " Alouettes In the Canadian 
W "II 11 n 1 • r.ounded out scoring for the Jan Caviglin, Mike Gillles, Football League who is 
j e rKen  nopes uer .y  wm wmn~.  Fred Klomp, Rob Grant, fairing over the Kansas City 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  - -  . - Brant Greig, Doug Dave Baruzuol and Mike reins this year, 
~UAI~VlL~:, ~y fAY; wm sang on unner JOcKey a wide re . . . . .  ' __ ":- . . . . . .  Morrts0n and Jim Northey Colmant ddded singles for W~s Chandler, .
r iTalmng horses for Tnpm MICKey ~olomone e oanrunners er from Florida was the" Crown events usually isn't ' each scored two goals for th  R " . ceiv , 
Allen Jerkens' thing. But his HAS SiX WINS . . . . .  ~ o 
ba ~,, v .,,~.•,. ..,;... :~. . ,¢ : .  ;. :/ ~ ,,~ :..:,, ,,. :~ ~:. : .,,; .:,. : . . y  :,; . . . . , , .  . . . v  . , , . . /  ..,. presence at Churchill Downs Sensitive Prince, a y ..~.:.[~.~:..:[:..~...~.~.i`:..~`.~....~...~4~..`:.~...:``:~...~.~.`~:.[.~..~...~.~.`~.::.:~`~..~`~::~.:~:~: 
makes unbeaten Sensitive colt by Majestic Prince- ~ _ ." . 
Prince one of the leading Sensitive Lady, wonhisoniY ~ ~B_ .B__B i~,~ M ~d~, J~_B :0_  I l l  ~ 
contenders for Saturday's start as a two.year-old and ~:~:;. i | ' l r l lm:~l "  R 2 f l i n  s l m 
lO4th running of the Ken- five starts this year, in-.~. I I~U l l l l l g l  i l H H B V  ~ nnwn 
tucky Derby. eluding the Hibiscus Stakes ~!:'.'. m . • , . . .  
Jerkens has built an out- and Fountain "of Youth at ~  mernrises us ,  ~ N-12 CARTOPPER . S- 4 IG F ISHERMAN ~k 
stah~ing reputation during GulfstreamPark. Inhislast ~ '- V "SPECIFICATIONS: Center l lne SPECIFICA,TIONS: Centerllne V 
the last 28 years, mostly start, the Calumet Purse on ~ ' - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  i length: 12'%"; Beam: 50"; 10 HP Length: 142 Beam: 65"; 30 HP ~k  
handling the Hobeau Farm April 18 at Keeneland, ~ ,~[_~) r " _H~I~I I~ I I - - /  g~ Ratingi 5801b ca~)aclty; Exterior: Rating; 1,005 Ibcapaclty; Exterior • e "1"%/ %.#1 I / -~ IMI  M I , .  L -  stock of Jack Dreyfus and Seustiive Prince equalled th ~::i:~ ' Y Lund Red.Aluminum; Interior: Mist Lund Red-Aluminum; Interior: Mist Z 
pulling upsets over the likes track record for U-16 milea, it ' : t') IA /A~/  t '~[D r~A l~ l /~ dk  Green; fuel resistant standard Green; fuel resistant standard 
be ~ ~--." of Forego, Buckpaaser, The colt, who will .-::~ V V ~ |  ~F  [~I  r '~ /~ l J l~ J  y flotation; 3 cross seats. • flotation; 4 cross seats. ! Kelso and Secretariat. carrying the colors of Jeaeph 
Now he faces the task of Taub's Top of the Mare ~ ~ C.12 CARTOPPER . . , ,, n 
attempting towin the Derby Stable, is the mast lightly- ~ . T SPECIFICATIONS: Centerline Length: 121 ; Beam: as"; 12.5 HP Y 
from the more highly, teated competl~or in the fleld ~ ~ ~ Rating; 615 Ib capacity; Exterlor:.Lu.ndRed.Alumlnum; Interior: Mist 
regarded Alydar and At- which is expected to number ~ii". , ~ = ~  ~ Green; fuel resistant standard floraT0on; a cross seats. 
firmed. 10, byassing the traditional ~ m ~ ' ~  
"I'd give up my 10-pot. • major Derby prep raccs, But ~.~ ~ i ~  
cent share if I could win it," Jerkeus is an unconventional ~ ~p ~ ~ 
said Jerkerm Tuesday. In his trainer whose methods, are ~ ~ ,~ v 
only other appearance here unorthodox, and un- .;:~ 
he saddledRound Stake, who predictable. . 
Jerkens received per. :~:L.' finished 11th to 19?5 winner 
Foolish Pleasure. 
There is some feeling that 
Jerkeus will attempt to steal 
the W4-mile race by sending 
Sensitive Prince to the front 
at the start and hope that he 
m~sion from Dreyfus to ~'.,' .~.'~ 
train Sensitive Prince for ~ I 
oid ho    e senu  230 0ity 0entre, ,lima 
New Yorker has been here 
only once before, j&!~.!~4~.~.:~:~4g.~;:i¢.~:~:~:.4~:~.:i::.:~4~:~;~4~`.~.:!:~(4¢~!:~:~4~:.`:!:~:.~t~:~:ii~:..~;~:!:~(4~..~.`.~:~:?!:~(~:!:~:~;i:~ ~~:¢. : 
i 
KWSA bowl-off 
birth of champs 
Two teams have come to 
he final bowl-off in the 
KWSA (Kltlmat Works 
Sports Association) bowling 
kague play downs. Monday 
night action started on the 
bowl.off, an annual affair, 
with sixteen teams playing a 
wlnner-take-all tournament. 
The best team of the season 
does not necessarily turn out 
to ha the winner of the bowl. 
off. 
As of Tuesday night the 
finalists in the bowl.off were 
the fifth and eighth place 
teams. 
Mighty Midgets and 
Autopopowill be battling for 
a trophy to he awarded to the 
top bull rollers. 
At the end of season play 
the league stands with 
Malminaki in top spot. 
Hanging in second is the 
Carbon Plant Bulldogs. 
Running down the stan- 
dings: The Blobs, Lea 
Queheoob, Might Midgets, 
Squares, High Hopes, 
Autopops, Mean Machine, 
Fi~htin~ Irish. For De Fleet. 
Newcomers, Intravenous, 
Sky Bags, Impossible Five, 
and the Scottish Rogues in  
last place. 
The Men's High single was 
Steve Bowen with 228, 
counterparting with the 
Ladies High Single Rose 
Robinson with 199. 
The final showdown will 
take place Wednesday night 
and will bore the best team 
at Alcan's Kitimst smelter. 
The sixteen teams fo the 
league have been playing 
their season since the fall of 
'77 and have the experienee 
of "pros", according to one 
of the enthusiastic players. 
The Kitimat Bowling lanes 
have been tied up with 
severa l  tournaments  
recentl~, but will soon return 
to  their p~blie bowling 
priority. 
The play during this years 
Alcan bowling has been 
"Hard and tough", says one 
player. Next year they hope 
for the same active par- 




the Kitlmat B0wling lanes Monday and Tuesday was hot-and- 
heavy when Alean bowlers were seeking the KWSA bowling championship. 
Lea Quebecols i one of the battling teams. 
Team Canada on 
spot for loss 
Dryden 'shakes' as Ctinadiens 
beat Leafs 5-3 
"In the playoffs it 
shouldn't matter how many 
shots you get'. You should be 
up for anything. I think in the 
Islanders eries, there were 
periods of four "or five 
minutes when I. wasn't get- 
ling any shots. 
"Then, all of a sudden, I'd 
get a breakaway. I had to be 
ready for it." 
Palmatesr, who allowed 
Yvan Cournoyer's 62nd and 
53rd career player goals, 
said he was relativel]/ 
pleased with his effort, 
despite the fact the Leafs 
were not winners. 
Serge Savard, Jacques Le- 
maire and Guy. Lafleur 
scored theother goals for the 
Cansdieas who led 3-1 at the 
end of the first period and 3-2 
entering the final 20 minutes. 
Courneyer's second goal of 
the game at 3:14 proved to be 
the game winner and moved 
him into fourth place in the 
Niatl~. all-time'playoff scoring 
But the impressive part of 
the third period was the fact 
badly outplayed. 
"But that's just the first 
game. We knew it Was going 
to be tough in here. We are 
the type of team that can go 
back and look at "the films 
and see what we have to do." 
, One of the things Toronto 
willhave to do is get a better 
start in the second game 
Thursday night. 
"We were slow coming out 
of. the gate and they 
weren't," said defenceman 
fan Turobull. 
• Turnhull, who now has five 
goals ip post.season ,play, 
also has nine assists and 
leads all players in the 
Stanley Cup scoring race 
with 14 points. 
CHAIRMAN ELECTED 
By GLENN COLE 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Mon- 
treal Canadieas defeated To- 
ronto Maple Leafs 5-3 
Tuesday night in the opening 
game of their National 
Hockey League best-of. 
seem semi-final, but fur the 
Cunadieas the game should 
be a rout. 
The defending Stanley Cup 
champions held a 36-15 edge 
in shots oa goal in the con- 
test, but the Leafs took 
advantage of some shaky 
goalteading by Canadiees' 
Ken Dryden to make it dose. 
Drydea said he was not 
any more nervous than usual 
and the fact he was playing 
his first game in a week did 
not have anything to do with 
I~ effort. 
"The rest doesn't really 
have any impact on a 
gonltender," he said. 
"There's nothing really to 
say about it (the rest). 
"I wasn't any more ner- 
vous. l'm relatively nervous 
before most playoff games." 
It may have been the lack 
ATLANTA (;~P) -- Allen 
H. Neuharth, president and 
chief executive of the 
GannettCo.  newspaper 
group, was elected chairman. 
and president of the 
American Newspaper 
Publishers Association on 
Wednesday. Neuharth 
succeeds Joe Smith.'Jr., 
publisher of the Aiesaildrin- 
(La.) Daily Town Talk, who 
will oontinue to serve as an 
ANPA director. The 
association is composed of 
1,291 l~ewspapera in the 
United States and Canada. 
Beland H. H0nderich, 
publisher of Toronto Star, 
was one of three directors 
elected. 
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of conslsteat activity .•that Montreal did not allow the 
had .people feeling" Dryden Leafs a shot at Dryden until 
was I nai~Piiig"du~lhg the-~~(h~.,~ midway, mark. after- 
cont~t, but Mike Labour had popped his third 
Painutcer, who kept his goal of the playoffs. 
team-mates in the game with ELLIS SCORES 
sometimes brilliant net. "~metimcs the shots on 
mlnding, said that shonld not goal are important o'the 
way the game is goidg," said 'beNoTthe'NEWease. SITUATION Ran Ellis/who along wi~ 
:'It shouldn't he anything. Ian Turnbull and Pat 
new to Dryden. He's faced 15. Boutette scored on Dryden. 
allots probably in 50 games "If we didn't have a shot 
this year. He never gets during that period, I still 
bombed too orion. ~ . don't think we were that 
By MEL SUFRIN Since Sweden beat Finland 
CP Sports Editor ., 6-1 Tuesday night and the 
PRAGUE (CP) -- Team 'Finns defeated Canada 6-4 
~anada f ces an uphill climb last Thursday, the 
zt the world hockey Canadians would" merely 
~hampionehip, all because of 
single loss to Finland in its 
first game. 
With each of the eight 
muntries till to play three 
~[ames in the preliminary 
~ound.robin, t is still quite 
possible for Canada to place 
low as fifth. 
Only the top four teams, 
ffter the preliminary play, 
~o into the medal round- 
~obin. The bottom four 
merdy play for position and 
Z avoid relegation. 
Canada has a 3-1 record 
shile Finland is 1-3. But 
~ssuming Finland wins its 
~naink~ games against 
Lhe weaker teams--East and 
West Germany and the 
~nlted States-- Canada will 
~e on the spot. 
It will have to win at least 
one and probably two• of its 
three remaining games- 
agaimt Czechoslovakia, tl~. 
Soviet Union and Sweden, all 
o~, whom have A-0 records. 
• Should. Canada win only 
one-- say against Swedes-- 
and Sweden also loses to the 
Soviet Union ' and 
Czechoslovakia,  ther 
Sweden, Canada and and 
Finland would have 4-3 
records and the di~erence 
between goals for and 
agaimt in games between 
the three would determine 
the placing, 
League schedule causes Costly 
break for Bruins and Flyers 
"I was looking down and 
Jean put the puck right on 
my stick and Iput it right up 
and it was hardenough togo 
i n .  . . . "  
That ended it for a 
relatively quiet Boston 
Garden crowd of 14,602 
which had expected to see a 
tough, agressive openin~ 
game. 
Even though referee Bob 
Myers assessed 60 minutes 
in p~alties--31 to Boston 
and 29 to Philadelphia--the 
hitting was light, with only a 
couple of solid cheeks 
handed out. 
i 
1818'-- Karl Marx was 
born, 
less than five minutes to play bouncing puck into an open 
in the period, net, forcing overtime. 
Left winger Don Marcotte The Bruins, however, 
wasted little time when gave Boston a 2-1 edge with 
the only goal of the second Ratelle sent a perfect pass to 
period when he took a pass in Middleton in front of the net 
front of the net from and the right winger fired a 
Ratelle--who figured in all wrist shot into the top car- 
three Boston goals-- and ner.. 
lifted the puck-over a HIS SECOND WINNER 
sprawling Bernie Parrot, Middleton also scored the 
The' Flyers then took overtime winner in the first 
control of play early in the game of last, year's semi- 
final session and captain finals when Boston went on 
Bobby Clarke came through to sweep Philadelphia in four 
with his third playoff goal at games. 
5:02 , .. . . . . .  i, ' ."In overtime, you just I~o 
• ' JimmyWatoon's shot from out and look for the. break," 
the point sneaked by goalie he said. "I know I scored the 
Gerry Cheevara, who moved, first one in ovartime last 
out to cut down the angle, year, but this one was rill- 
and Clarke slipped the ferent. 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
XS400-E a distinctive new look 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid ' 
size frame. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will make this model the 
mostoopularlnits~lass.$1//~gO. . Yamahas today/ 
By MIKE BROWN 
BOSTON (CP) " Boston 
Bruins and Philadelphia 
Flyers added some• sub- 
stance Tuesday night to the 
adage that professional 
sports dubs can't stand an 
extended period of in, 
aetivl~. 
They finally got their Na- 
tional Hockey Lougue semi- 
nnal p~yeff ~les. ~der 
way lint Boston s3-2 win-- 
thanks to an overtime goal 
b~el~oulRick Middleton at 1:43-- 
da't disguise a sluggish 
performance by both clubs. 
Flyers coach Fred Shore 
described the lacklustre 
effort as "tight checking" 
but cotmte~ztrt Don Cherry 
wasted few war& in 
describing what should have 
been exciting Stanley CUp 
hockey. 
"We don't look like we're 
in slmpu~" Cherry said. "It 
k~ks like a lot of gays lost it 
in the 10 days we were off, 
I 'm ashamed to say. 
"Evidently, we should 
have had heavier workouts 
in the lkst few days." 
Both dubs can thank New 
York Islanders and Toronto 
Maple Leafs for their little 
holiday. Boston dispatched 
Chicago Black Hawks in four 
games during the quarter- 
finals and Philadelphia was 
extended to five games' 
against Buffalo Sabres while 
the Leafs wore eventual 
winners in a series that went 
sevm games, 
LEFT TO WATCH- 
That left the Bruins and 
Fly(ram with little to do but 
watch the outcome of the 
Toront0-New York series 
and both teams .appeared to 
loss. their edge during the 
e-Bri~lM opened the 
scoring early in ,the first 
period ou Jean Ratnile's tint 
~1 o~ ~the' players and 
looked on theh, way to a rout. 
But poui' passing and missed 
chances,, allowed Reggie 
Leach to' tie the'scars with 
TOOVEY  SERVICE 
4946 Greig l)ealer Lioenoe Number 021)13A 636-6920 
have to beat Sweden by one 
goal to eliminate the Finns 
from the top four. 
The Canadians would also 
get in by the same route if 
either Czechoslovakia orthe 
Soviet Union were to lose all 
of its remaining ames. 
On the other hand, if two 
teams end up with identical 
won-loot records, the team 
that won the game between 
them would be ranked 
higher. 
That means that if Finland 
and Canada "were to finish 
the eight-tcam round.robin 
with a 4-3 mark, Finland 
would he fourth and Canada 
frith and out of the medal 
hunt. 
• "Since the big four haven't 
played each other yet, thee 
isn't much hard information 
on which to base com- 
parisons. 
NHL in finals retrospect 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Montreal vs. Toronto and The Bruins carry a four- 
Boston vs. Philadelphia-- 
Montreal and Toronto are assures the 35th final bet- 
meeting for the 12th time in wean a Canadian team and a 
Stanley Cup playoff action. United States city. In the last 
Toronto has won six, in. 14 such meetings, the Cam- 
eluding three of the last five. dlan team won all the series, 
The teams have played six Montreal taking 11 and 
best-of.seven semi-final sets 
and five best-ofseven finals. 
Each has won three semi- 
finals. 
The pairings for the semi- seven.game' series from 
final series this year-- Montreal. 
Dynami ters  move w i th in  
one  o f  42  year  record  
KIMBERLEY, B.C. (CP) first-period scoring for the 
-- Kimberley Dynamiters Western Internationa 
moved to within one game of Hockey League champions. 
winning their first Allan Cup The Alexandera kept Face 
senior hockey champinuship •with Kimberley in the second 
in 42 years with a 5-2 win and third periods but were 
over Brantford, Ont. unable to overcome the Dy- 
Alexanders here Tuesday namiters' lead. 
night. 
Dynamiters lead the best- Rick Binch and Mark 
ofseven final series 3-1 with Dumenel scored for Brant- 
the fifth game of the series ford while Ken Ireland also 
scbedu;ed here tonight, tallied for the winners. 
Kimherlel Went on the 
attack from the opening 
laceoff and scored four 
unanswered goals in the first 
period w~ile outshocting the 
defending Allan Cup 
champions 17-9. 
Barry Cummins paced 
Kimberley with goals at 6:45 
and 8:53 ~yhlle Aural Boundin 
and Dale Booth rounded out 
I timat 
Soccer 
Kltimat & District Soccer 
Association will kickoff their 
season this Saturday at 6 
p.m. on the Riverledga field 
hosting the Euroean team 
facing Blackpocl United. 
Sunday, May 7, Riv~lndge 
has Alean versns S.W.T. 
Kil~mat at 2 p.m. 
Also on Sunday, only in 
Terrace, the Fun Centre 
team will meat the Terrace 
team. Game starts at 6 p.m. 
A lousy Weekend has more. 
Kitimat Village team and 
field will be the action facing 
the Luso-Canadian Club 
team. If the Kitimat Village 
field is unavailable, the 
game will be .played at 
Rivarledge. 
• game piayoff winning streak 
against Philadelphia into 
this year's semi-final. 
Boston swept last year's 
semi-final in four straight. 
The Bruins and Flyers are 
Toronto grabbing three. The meeting for the fourth time 
last time a Canadian team in Stanley Cup play and for 
lost a final to a United St~tes- the third consecutive time in 
based club was in 1955 when the semi-finals. After 
Detroit Red Wings won a Philadelphia won the Stanley 
Cup in 1974 by defeating the 
Bruine in a sixgame series, 
the Flyers eliminated the 
Bruins 4-1 in the 1976 semi- 
final. 
The Brulns have been in- 
volved in three str.alght 
games in which the winning 
teams swept the best.of- 
seven affairs in four games. 
Boston defeated 
Philadelphia 4-0 in last 
year's semi-final and then 
lost the final to Montreal in 
four straight. Boston 
eliminated Chicago in four 
consecutive games in this 
season's quarter.final. 
TERRACE AND DISTRIOT 
HOSPITAL SOOIE11 
' Annual Meeting 
DATE: Wednesday, June 7, 1978 
TIME: 8:00 p.m.  
PLACE: Lecture "Theatre 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
The business wlll consist of the election of members o1 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hospital Board of Trustees, and presentation of reports 
covering the year 1977. 
In order to be eligible to vote, membershlp must be 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 
may be purchased at the following locations: 
Mills Memorial Hospital . 
Royal Bank of Canada 
.Toronto Dominion Bank 
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
'Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
/ 
½ Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
" ." • ~ 
• and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
con,lot Terrace Agent: 
• f 
Jim M cEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
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10,000 died in Afghanistan coup War will continue in 
KABUL (AP) - - .Ta  s Canadian Ambassador Turrakhi, has announced no Foreigners who arrived in Rhodesia, says leader still guard most major Frank Stone said in a political affiliation and India Tuesday after wit- 
streets in Afghanistan'~ telephone interview from Is- describes its philnsphy as nessing the rebellion 
capital six days after a iamabad, Pakistan. ';If fact, Islamic and democratic reported the fighting lasted 
bloody coup brought a pro- no fdreign nationals of any nationalist, However, the barely 24 hours. By Friday SALISBURY 'tAP) - -  "The war will continue first step in the new transition to black rule by 
Communist government to country have been affected premier and his 20 cabinet afternoon, "people hugged Black guerrilla leader until that which we have government's campaign to 
power, but the city is calm by the fighting," Stone said members have been reliably soldiers and garlanded tanks Joshua Nkomo today been fighting for is end its war with the 
in an interview with The identified" as Communist as they" moved down the rejected the. Rhodesian achieved," declared Nkomo, guerrillas, who have an esti- 
Canadian Press in Toronto. party members, streets," said Sharon Lowen government's offer of uncen- co-leader of t~e guerrilla mated 6,000 fighters within 
Stone is responsible for SERVED IN U;S. • of Detroit, a teacher on a ditlonai amnesty for his men Patriotic Front along with Rhodesia and 30,00O more duded from that agreement 
and battle-ravaged relics of 
the fighting are a sightseeing 
attraction. 
Kabul's airport reopened 
Tuesday, and authoritative 
sources told foreign 
correspondents who arrived 
on the first flight that the 
death toll in the rebellion last 
Thursday and Friday was 
far higher than the 200 
originally reported by the 
military rebels. 
The sources aid as many 
as 10,000 may have died. 
They included President 
Mohammed Daoud, his wife, 
brother, three sons, and a 
number of his young grand- 
children, and many of the 
elite presidential guard who 
tried to defend the presi. 
dential palace armored and 
air attacks. 
(There were no .casualties 
among the 80 or 90 
Canadians in Afghanistan, 
Canadian interests in Tarrakhi was press at- 
Afghanistan as well as being tacheat the Afghan embassy 
Canadian ambassador to in Washington in 1952-53 and 
.Pakistan,) also worked for 18 months as 
TANKS WRECKED a translator for the U.S. 
Curious Afghans warmed embassy in Kabul. He. has 
~ver half a dozen burned-out devoted his life to the 
wrecks of tanks and armored Communist movement since 
cars on the palace grounds, the mid,1960s, informed 
which have been thrown sources aid. 
open to the public. Garlands Several Afghans in- 
of flowers huag from some of terviewed in the sunlit 
the shattered hulks that streetsof the hillrimmed city 
eamefrom Afghanistan's big said they had not heard the 
northern neighbor, th~ new leaders were Corn- 
Soviet Union. munIsts. 
Troops stood guard at key "It 's a democratic 
government buildings, in- republic," said one man, 
duding the Radio then cut short the exchange 
. Afghanistan, s~id to be the by telling a reporter: "It 
headquarters bf the ruling would be better if you don't 
Revolutionary Council. walk with me." Like others 
The council, headed by 61- questioned, he asked~ not to 
year-old Nur Mohammad be identified. 
Sc ient i s ts  c lone  t rees  
EUREKA, Calif. (AP) - -  
California scientists say they 
have discovered how to done 
redwood trees, a process 
riley say may some day 
revolutionize the timbe~ 
industry by producing 
millions of exact copies. 
Dr. Ernest Bail says he 
has perfected the first tissue 
culture process for 
reproducing the coastal 
redwood, the tallest living 
tree. It grows up to 367 feet 
high and produces lumber 
a sure winner ather than a 
chance on nature's whims. 
WOULD HELP INDUSTRY 
"If we can expand this,to 
other trees, it would be 
highly beneficial to the 
timber industry," Ball said. 
"We could improve 
production and growth 
rate." 
When scientists ay they 
have cloned a redwood tree, 
they are not describing the 
process involving the cloning 
of animals about which there 
highly favored for its beauty, has been much controversy. 
durability and workability. Strictly speaking, cloning 
Ball, a professor emeritus 
of biological sciesces at the 
University of California. 
Irvine, said that cloning 
already has been done with 
orchids, asparagus, tobacco 
and other annual or semi- 
annual plants, includin~ 
many house plants 
reproduced through cut. 
tings. 
Now, he said, test.tube 
tress can bring something 
new to the timber industry, 
whosepreduct takes decades 
to mature. They would offer 
refers to any process which 
reproduces an offspring 
from one parent, ensuring 
that the offspring will be 
genetically identical. Thus, 
when some simple animals 
split naturally, they have 
cloned. And in some forms of 
plants, it is easy to take a 
catting or bud and produce a
new plant from it--a form of 
cloning that has been in use 
for centuries. 
But cloning has proved 
difficult o achieve in many 
complex plants, an~] that is 
me accomplishment being 
described now with the 
redwood. 
DEVELOPS SOLUTION 
Ball said the process used 
for the redwood begins with 
a piece Of stem only one 
centirnetre long. It is placed 
in a test.tube under sterile 
conditions with various 
chemicals--including a ur, 
minerals, glucose.§westened 
water and plant hormones. 
The solution was arrived at 
after about 1,000 tries with 
various combinations. 
Stems, needles and roots 
slowly sprout in the special 
solution. The stems grow to 
six inches in about 10 mo~ths 
and are ready for planting. 
Ball has been working with 
! foresters from the Simpson 
Timber Co. and received 
$71,000 from the company to 
conduct a .three-year ex- 
periment. 
Simpson and Ball have 
also teamed up to do similar 
cloning studies with Douglas 
fir trees and expect firm 
results by next year. 
UN troops,wary after 
ambushes in Lebanon 
BEIRUT tAP) - -  All Palestlnlan were killed, UN 
United Nations troops in sources reported. 
south Lebanon were put on There were conflictinR 
red alert today following a reports on the number of UN 
series of ambush and mortar troops injured in the in. 
attacks by Moslem ex- cidents. 
tremists in which two Capt. Jean Menegeux," 
French paratroopers, a press officer for French 
Senegalese soldier and a troops, said 12 UN soldiers 
World Briefs 
FORT MILL, S.C. tAP) - -  
Policeman Eugene Crnmp 
can't get rid of his 1966 
Chevrolet. 
Last June, he sold it to a 
Rock Hill man, who agreed 
to pay $500 in monthly in- 
stalimenta, Seven days later, 
the man, the car and the 
money disappeared. 
Crump spotted the man in 
Fort Mill last October and 
took off after him, but he got 
away. Warrants charging 
the man with larceny and 
failure to stop at a traffic 
tight were issued, but never 
sticker in April, she was told 
she would have to wait until 
May. 
She was on her way to. 
work Tuesday when a police 
officer stopped her, pointing 
out that the llcence tag 
sticker on her car was out of 
date. The woman was 
charged with expired regis- 
iration. She'll have to go to 
court next week. 
The woman asked that her 
name--maiden or married-- 
not be used. 
NENANA,  Alaska (AP)'-- 
were wounded and that most 
were French. 
Menegeux said the bodies 
of the three dead UN soldiers 
were recovered and that 
French troops previousl} 
reported missing were found 
wounded. The wounded were 
flown by helicopter to clinics 
in Naqoura, a Lebanese 
village, and Haifa, Israel. 
Lieut. Jacques-Pierre 
Andre Descamps, 25, one of 
the wounded Frenchtroops, 
said in a Haifa hospital that 
he was hurt when the ar- 
mored car he was riding in 
was fired on and caught fire. 
He said the vehicle was hit 
by rocket-propelled gre. 
hades. 
Pte. Christian Galvelle, 20, 
another Frenchman taken to 
Haifa, said he was wounded 
when the truck he was in 
came under machine-gun 
fire. 
CIVILIAN MISSING 
Beirut sources said a 
British civilian with the UN 
visit from the American 
School in .New Delhi. 
SANTIAGO (Reuter) --  
Two members of a Chilean 
army bomb disposal squad 
were injured when a time 
bomb they were trying to 
defust~ exploded in 'their 
faces in a Sonfiego suburb, 
army sources said. There 
was no indication of who 
planted the bomb. 
the e~d of the year as 
outlined in the ,'internal 
settlement" signed March 3. 
The guerrillas were at- 
in the fldd and pledged to Robert Mugabe of the Zim- troops in border bases inside and have accused the three 
keep onflghting, babwe African. National 'Zambia, Mozambique and black signers-BishoP Abel 
The Zambia-based head of Union. " Botswana. ZAPU was Muzorewa, Rev. Ndabaningl 
the Zimbabwe African "Commenting • on the outlawed in 1962. ZANU Sithole and Chid Jeremiah 
Peoples' Union declared in Rhodesian government's broke away from ZAPU and Chirau--of "selling out" to 
Lusaka, Zambia, ~hat the lifting of a Iongtime political was banned by in 1964. Smith. 
four leaders of Rhodesia's ban on ZAPU and ZANU, Rhodes ia ' s  inter im Nkomo said the only way 
biracial interim government Nkomo said: "No one has government, led by Prime he will return to the 
were "daydreaming" if they powers to legalize ZAPU Minister lan Smith and three R~desian capital is on his 
thought they could end  apartfromthosethatcontrol black mederates own party's terms for 
Rhodesia's six-year-old it, the people." . invited the estimated 6,000 creating a black-ruled 
guerrilla war by extending The legalization of ZANU Rhodesisnrebels relay down Zimbabwe, the natioaaikts' 
such an olive branch, and ZAPU was seen as the arms and join a peaceful name for Rhodesia. 
Katfmavlk. 
It's not a school. 
It's a newwayof  life. 
You're probably saying to 
yourself, "KatimaWHAT"? 
Katimavik. It means "meeting 
place" in the Inuit language. 
If you're between the ages of, 
17 and 22 it can mean a lot 
more'. Katimavik is a total life 
experience for 9 demanding, 
challenging months of living 
and working with young 
Canadians from other places 
and backgrounds. What will you 
be doing? Working off projects 
that are a service to Uanadian 
communities. Learning to com- 
municate in both official 
langu~ges. Living sit ,  ply, 
conserving resources, and 
developing new skills and ideas. 
In other words , Katimavik 
means.a unique adventure in 
group living. 
Xat = v/k mea l  goi  
places and doing things. 
Groups of approximately 30 of 
you are assigned to 3 successive 
projects (one of which ls in a 
francophone environment), in 3 
different provinces, for 3 month  
periods. These projects involve 
3 things: outdoor physical work 
aimed at protecting or im- 
proving the enviroEment, 
community sezvice through 
local organizations, plus cul- 
tural and educational spects. 
Katimavik means 
gcttt=g back to basics. 
Living conditions'vary at each 
project, but they are all simple 
and basic -witi~ emphasis on • 
self-sufficiency, respect for the 
environment; and exploration 
:, . . 4' ":2 i ' ;  
: !'L ~:1 -¢ • 
of alternative ways of living. 
You'll do your own cleaning 
and cookiz~g (in many cases 
with food you've produced from 
greenhouses and gardens), and 
you'll learn how to eonserve 




Learning is basic to the 
Katimavik ~xperience. It in- 
~ludes trainiz]g t ime on arrival 
at each project. There is also 
structured and informal 
learning throughout the 9 
months, ranging from language 
and interpersonal skills needed 
for intensive group living, to 
crafts, soR technology, basic 
manual skills, and research into 
the historical and cultural 
heritage of the area. 
An  opt iona l  m414~.m-y 
experience. 
Candidates may also apply for a 
military option within the 
general Katimavik program 
and spend 3 months learning 
and participating in a program 
sponsored by the Department of
National Defense. 
Katimavik's $1000 
reward for volunteers. 
Katimavik is a voluntary pro- 
gram. You!ll work hard and 
receive no pay. But you will get 
an allowance of one dollar a day 
and, at the end of 9 months, an 
honorarium of one thousand 
dollars. Katimavik also provides 
food, lodging, transportation, 
and basic expenses for program 
activities. 
Ho w to Join in 
Fill out the application form 
below and marl it to the follow- 
ing address: 
Kat~nav~Lk, 2270 Pierre, 
Dupuy Ave., Cite du Havre, 
Montreal, Que. H3C 3R4 
(514) 861-9901 ,
But do it now, because the dead- 
line for projects tarting at the 
beginning and end of August is 
May 26th. You can.write to the 
same .address for further 
information on Katimavik. 
KATIMAVlK 
served. 
Deputies in Callahan 
County, Tex., found the 
Chevrolet abondon~l near 
Abeline in December, but it 
wasn't until last month that 
Texas authorities found the 
Fort Mill connection. 
Cramp received a letter 
Monday from Sheriff Bill 
Skinner saying the Chevrolet 
was waiting, but no longer is 
in running condition. 
Before he can get the car, 
Crump will have to pay 
storage and towing charges, 
plus charges to get the car 
home. That will be about 
$6oo, 
'Tl l  send them a title," 
says Crump. 
i,{0UNT VERNON, Ohio 
(,~") -- A Mount Vernen 
woman is going to court over 
the way Ohio  issues 
validation stickers for 
licence plates; 
People whose last names 
start with the letters A 
through K were required to 
obtain their 1978 stickers by 
the end of April. Those with 
last names from the rest of 
the alphabet can only pur- 
chase stickers in May. 
The woman's maiden 
name began with G but she 
was married in December 
and her new last name 
begins with an M. Her ear 
was registered under her 
maiden name, but her 
driver's licence was issued 
in her married name. 
When she tried to buy a 
The gold bonanza in Alaska 
is over. But there's a new 
bonanza bringing blg 
money--melting ice. 
• This year, Alaskan 
residents helled out more 
than $200,000 in $2 tickets to 
he part of Alaska's oldest 
game of chance: The 
Nenana Ice Classic. 
The object is to guess the 
day, hour and minute when 
the thick Taeana River ice 
will melt. 
When it does, a tripod posi- 
tioned at mid-river near the 
hanks of this tiny village, 80 
kllometres southwest el 
Fairbanks, surges down. 
stream with the ice cakes. A 
cable fastened to the tripod 
stops a dock, 
ERIE, Pa. tAP) --  One of 
two men alleged to have at- 
tempted to hold up an Erie 
service station ran into an 
unexpected crowd---47 off- 
duty state policemen who 
had been dining across the 
street. 
Walter Reed, 23, df Erie 
was jailed and dmrged with 
armed robbery • Monday 
night, 
The pol'Icemen, hol .ding a 
regular get-together, were 
called from the restaurant 
by a woman who saw the 
attempted robbery. 
Three of the policemen 
tackledReed, who was ar- 
med with a shotgun, The 
others surrounded th( 
station, but could not prever}t 
a second man from escaping. 
missingpe~cekeepingintheTyref°rceSarea,Wa~but m m m m In  ml  m m m ~ m m ~ m m I l l  ~ ~ D m m [ 
they refnsed to give any =mi ~- -~Y- -OU- - - -  - -  - - -  - ~ a r e  and  slxqgle J ' . Application information about him. 
Menegeux said lie had no Participants Form 1978-79 
information about the I [ ]  17to  28  PmNTCLEARLY ' 
missing civilian. 
manderC°l' Jeanof FrenchSalvan' forcesthe corn-in I | [  [ ]  are(or aa Oenad{Z~landed ©it~en l |  i1 .  Last name 2. First name used 3. Sex M FI F []  
Lebanon,' was among the , i i==m.lgrmt) , 4. social ,nsurance Number 5. M.a,lt.alStal.us ~-  ~ 6 De(eel brth • "ii" 
wounded.said Salvan,A whoUN spokesmanlost an .eye [] ) • are  in  gOOd hea~th  . I {if none, please slate) stogie L.J Married u ~eparated ~ Divorced ["l day month yam 
byintheAlgerlanWar'washitfive bullets that .u ed  I • l you i c~ 
• multiple fractures of the legs 
and hlps. "Most of the bnllets m, i [ ]  are l)repared to take i Prov,ooe Posffis, co~e Te,ophone , m 
have been removed, and the [ ]  [ On tO l~p 1)h]nstca]. m 
list,"c°l°nelhe iSsaid.off the critical m | O]~LI . I (B]~(B~ | 8.,In cos~ of emergency, contact Relationship ' Addross,(No & Street) - 
The UN sources said the ! I [ ]  want to d.tscover [ City . Provinue PostalCode Telephone (Area code) ± 
peacekeeping force of nearly | m 
4,-000 French, Senegale e,prevehtlranian, gue rillaNep lese'inffltrationSWedish I I I-I want ° leant a sac°rid I 19. Approximate po_pula~ion of your communlly and surroundlng_area.[ , .,, and No w gian troops was IlBL1BgllZa~e ' . under 10,000 LJ 10.000-50.000 17 50.000-100.000 17 100,000-500.000 D over 500,000 r-I 
10. Are you Canadian citizen r-I 11. Father's occupallon 112. Mother's occupation i 13. No. bro hersl No. elslers 
. ordered to return fire f r O m a n y  source nd orcefully I [ I f  you | = ' Landedlmmigrant  r l '  I ' i " 
14. Total family income • 15. Number el persons dependent [ 16 Your In~'omo rn, n, -  ' 
00(30 [] $10000- 5000 [] on lhls income la - • m I []  wantas lmple ,  ' m , ' - '  " ' across its lines toward ) $15.000-$20.O00 []  OverS20,OOO [ ]  I 
territory still occupied by .In :Conserver l ife-style m 17, Are you? Full lime Part time 118. Last grade completed? 19. Languages poken fluently 
Israel  to  the south. . [] [ ]  w,=to lo=~=o~e m ' Student [] [] i i French r"l •English ~ I 
Worker [] I-1 [ . J Other (Specify) " " 
In Ottawa, Maj. Geof Ell [ about  yo ,=e~ l I Unemployed' [] I ' m What is your mother tongue? 
Haswell said there were no [ ]  I ~ : in tens ive  I m2o. a) Have you apphed to • b) Have You,Ba~l_tc/P_al,,ed in 2t.Areyouap_ptyingforthemilttar~, reports of injuries to 
Ca,'.adlan-o troops stationed m I i n te ract ion  w i th  m , KATIMAVIK before? ' IV~,llM . . . . . . . .  rqt . option In KATIMAV K? 
with the UN force. [ ]  ~ othe~s m I yes [] no [] yes [.3 no' I-1 ' yes [] no [] 
[] I [] went9ctudle~t~) } ~|22~naseparalepape~.p~a~eslalebr~ef~y~y~urr~as~nsf~t.app~y~ngl~KAT~MAVKandwhalyouh~pel~learnfromthisexperience. " - 
ARE BEHIND LINES [ ]  , a d v e n t u r e . f i l l e d  ] m 23. Attach o copy of: birth certificate or citizenship certificate or Landed immigrant Papers' if app ioable) 
"The Canadians are 
usually back behind th=e m~ i m I .0o_ oo,o0u.oooo   . 
lines and out of any direct [ ~L1r Jb 'en~'v" r lE~ )'J ~O'  I m24,1amavailabletoentertheprogram PhaseB PhaseC # IMPORTANT , 
| ~ Application deadlines. May 26  May 26,__ I This app! cation cannot be.proce.seed unless 
confrontation, " he said. m' Project starts: " /~ugust ~ Auqus, uu all ~eU(~/~;~ao~(~nesn~oree comp elely and 
lFtrsl  choice Second cho, ce m' ,, enclosed , There are 111 Canadians m LYmt l  Appl"y.__~°wl __  ___~ . . . . . . . . . [] 
with the UN force, providing - -  [ ]  
communications and other =.=-- 
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52, WANTED 
TO RENT, 
The H~rald reserves the 
right to clasllfy ads under 
approprlate.headlngs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any an.swers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer, the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the liability of  the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the - ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
corred or omitted Item only, 
and that there .shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the emouot paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
oolor, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Mvolved. 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
NOTICE 










E f fec t ive  October  1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 rnth 12.00 
By Ma i l  ~ ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Santo Cervello, mlmest wll| 
perform "Motamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
5ym at 3:20 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In ~ 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:20 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at $1.00 per, 
person. These performances 
are presented In conjunction 
.with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Tickets ar.e still available for 
al l '3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
.Sthand 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
@heetre In Terrace. 
• Tickets cost S8.00 ~ • 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
ichlldren fc;r Saturday 
.Matinee Performance only. .  
Write, enclee(ng e cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
'Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635-2101. 
B.C.O.A P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazaar. N evember 10th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or" less $2.00 per 
:nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions Sl.20 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~1.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior .to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 




No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
~.00 productlen charge for 
wedding:and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received on( 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 




Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classltled Advertising Dept. 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts -. Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network fo 
facilitate development of 
such systems.. Pictures and 
pre lect  descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. [wthf 
to may1,1) 
"LEAVING HOME both a 
superb comedy and a 
powerful emotional drama 
on family life,, will be 
presented'by the Terrace 
Little Theatre !n the R.E.M. 
Lee on Sat. May 13 and Sun. 
May 14 at 8:00 p.m. Ad- 
mission $4.00 and $2.50 for 
students and senior citizens. 
Advance tickets at McColls 
Real Estate. Mature on. 
tertainment. 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
hold its monthly meeting at 
the Thornhlll Community 
Hall. Wednesday, ~ay 10th 
at -8:3g p.m. 
Terrace Coffee House. Good 
live music In a casual at- 
mosphere: a chance fo meet 
others - free coffee. For 
details phone Elaine at 638. 
8206. Takes place Sun. May 7 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Terrace 
Little Theatre building on 
Kalum Admission $1.00. 
Le Jardln d'Enfance, the 
Terrace Fench Language 
~reschool is ~cr~,ntlng 
registration o ~ .,re~chool 
• 'children ages t , tar Sep- 
tember classes. Visitors day 
at the school will be Monday 
May 15 1.2:30 for. parents 
wishing to observe the school 
in session. Phone 635-7318 
for more Information. 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's malor 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outrngeious black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot"  a 
long running hit in London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre up.llde down comedy 
in a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets are available In May 
at Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information cell 635- 
7318. "Loot"  is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. I~ee Theatre May 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The malnstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ed- 
Judicatk~n. Tlcket~ available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
DANCE REVUE '78 
the Vicki Parlainen Dancers, 
May 12th, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty 
Wann 635.6373, Bev Evans- 
635.7068, Maxine Cummlng - 
638-8240,' Adults $2.00, 
Children $1.00 
Mills Memorial Hos l;[taJ 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- He!d weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:3g- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
. Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In thehome for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctol". 
Terrace area only. . 
HEALTH PARADE • 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on thlrd Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAI~ BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES' 
Held every .Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Craig Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Te l  635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for, Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HA~NDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
L~zelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
"RAPE RELIEF 






Weight Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tuesdayat7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4207 Lazetle Aven~h 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children,. 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become, the loving con- 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary Or John 635.4419 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the 5keena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
'635.3747.or 635.3023. 
• ~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of.a Land Ranger 
Compmy in L the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items; toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 6~5-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on" Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00. p.m. Thank 
you. (no) 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services. 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
- Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, - 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 






Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available- custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
• GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless~ 
• Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 






Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
' Marn'ie 635-9721. 
19. 
HELP WANTED ~ 
• - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kitlmat Child 
Development Centre 







Apply before June 15th 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. Kitlmat, B.C. V8C 
2H5 
(C12.7th f-lu.) 
Needed Immediately In 
Terrace. 3 Avon  
representatives. To work In 
the following areas. Scott to 
Davis between Sparks and 
Kalum Olson to Walsh 
between Munree and Sparks, 
Walsh to Cr.aig between 
Sparks and Munroe. For 
mere Information call 
Margeret 635-3166 (c2.5) 
Typist.Receptionist 
For permanent employment 
in Chartered Accountants' 
office. 'Financial statement 
typing experience would be 
an asset. Apply to r 
McAIplne and Co. 




Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley . 57 
miles from Terrace. Garden 
spot. Farm animals to care 
for. Prefer couple. Wages 
negotlable~Call 633-2247 (pS. 
6) 
Wanted full trained watch 
dog. 1 to 3 year old. No 
preference on breed. Phone 
• 635-7216. (ci0-4) 
Office & Shop space 
'available, Hwy 16 Thornhill See 





Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL (clmon..1May) 
1000.. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3355 or view at  For Sale: 13' Speed Boat. 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20-may9) Rated 20 h.p, $250 phone 635- 
5833 (p4-5) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
S800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Must Sell: 1975 Honda CB 400 
5upersport 10,000 miles. 
Asking $1100 View at 4815 
Scoff Ave. or phone 635-5773 
(IO5-4) 
For Sale: 1977 XS65OD 
Yamaha Motor Cycle. 
Comp!ete with windshield, 
crash guards and back 
carrier. 1700 k i lo .  In ex- 
cellent condition. 4.35.2"162 
1974 Yamaha Endure 125 
$500 phone 635.6986 after 5 
p.m. (p5-5) 
OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
sizebike's. Also two helmets 
and motor cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
milesll Phone 635-3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635,6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 
For Sale: 14V2' FIbreglass 
I~oa~. 50 HP Mercury. Needs 
som~'~work, electric start, 
easy IoacLtraller. Asking 
$1500, phone 635-7540 or 635. 
• 3250 (ctfju4) : 
Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and. 
laundry facilities phone 635. 
4948 ask for John (c6-9) 
Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, set B78.13 tubeless 
belted tires, phone 635.5257 
days 635.6609 even. (P5-5) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
68 Ford Falcon, stereo amp 
65 watt, stereo or TV stand. 
Man and woman en. 
cyclopedias, . 23" color TV 
phone 635.4561 (p5-5) 
[ .00K ING IFOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR. 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
For Sale: Trusses ?? for 
sale 2X6 - 24' long $15.00 each 
638.1794 (c3.4) 
For Sale: a tent trailer, good 
condition, phone 635-5247 (p3- 
5) 
Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale,' Sat. May 13, 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Community Centre. Tables 
$5, each, Admlsslon 50c 
adults. Sellers phone 635- 
3582 to reserve a table. (c8- 
10) 7/a---:-' 
For Sale: 4')(8 box trailer. All 
steel. Heavv frame and axle 
$200635.7394'after 6 p.m. (p3- 
5) 
' Gi/mt Garage Sale: Satur. 
clay May 6 10 a.m. 2147 
Hemlock T.hornhlll. Toys, 
household Items, car parts,. 
clothlng, winch. 635.3518 635. 
• 3256. (cl.5) 
For Sale: Like new 3 For Sale: 1974 Ford 3/4 ton 
bedroom home with 2 ad. pickup, auto trans, radio, 
dltional bedrooms in complete with 1974 
basement. 1283 sq. ft. utility ' Vanguard 8' 6 Camper, with 
room on main floor. 1V2 jacks, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
baths, 1 ecre ~ lot with large and toilet. Unit price $6,995. 
garden area; flat roofed See it at Camperland, 5412 
storage shelter, quiet Street Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
at 5243 Soucle on the bench Dealer Licence D00611A. (c5- 
$65000 phone 635-4760 (c5.6) . 5) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home 
on V2• acre lot. Basement 
finished. Interested persons 
call 635.2339 (p2.5) 
Wanted to Rent: a 3 bedroom 
house for a reliable family. 
Needed immediately phone 
635-7543 (p5.6) 
Wanted to Pent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635-5727 (clf) 
3 and 5 acre'parcalp on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (cSO-Iulyl) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acree-3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
even.ings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, unfurnished, frldge and 
stove. No pets phone 635-4394 
(sff) Build your home among 
beautiful large cedars on lot 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
basement suite. Fridge and' 11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
stove. No pats. Phone 635. 5102 after 6 and weekends. 
5556 (p4-4,5,7,10) (p3-1] ~ 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View For Rent: 1 bedroom suite 
close to town, fully fur. at McNeil St;, Thornhllh On 
nished. No pets please. For water system. Asking $6,000. 
more Information please Phone 635.7548 or 635-3250 
phone 635-77t0 (p2-5)- ~. (cffJu4) .~.:..~-'.: "-
For Rent: 1 bedroom duplex, " 
stove and fridge included. 
Five minutes walk to 
shopping centers. Ira-. 
med la feoccupancyph°ne: /F° r  Sale: j 4 9 .  HOMES 635-2834 (p5.8) .. 1969 General Trailer on 
~ -- -- 11/s acres of land: Big 
Garden space, fruit trees 
and much mere. Close to 
~ FOR SALE town. 
..~Phone 655.3025 after 4 
(n5.71 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb,  new paint. Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
635~6357 
. . .  
Summer Cabin 24'x. 36 ~ on 
leased lot. , West side of 
Lakelse Lake 200' frontage. 
Must sell phone 635.4252 (p4. 
20,2,4,5) . 
Deluxe 3 bedroom home, hvo 
fireplaces. One, and three 
, quarters bathrooms. Bright 
kitchen with eating area. 
Finished basement sundeck, 
carpal't, fully landscaped 
with garden area. Quiet 
residential area. Plus many 
extra features. Phone 635. 
2589. (C5-4) " 
Quiet living - 3 bedroom well 
kept unfurnished manor, 2 
room fully carpeted addition 
with fireplace, woodshed, 
toolshed, private sundeck, 
utility addition, situated on 
fully serviced lot, dead end 
street. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Call 635.9'395 
for viewing. Immediate 
occupancy. (p3-5) 
1974 Datsun 268Z Custom 
paint, mags, Iouvres, op- 
tions. Serious inquiries only. 
Also for sale 1972 Triumph 
Spitfire, 27,000 miles. 
Custom paint. Excellent 
condition. $2300. Both cars 
can be seen at the Airport 
during days call Patti at 635. 
6516. (p5-5) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (cff) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4 Va, 
auto loader 635.4294 (c5-4) 
VW Van 1977 • 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (cff) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4. V8, 
auto, loaded 635.4294 (c5-6) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
station wagon. Like new, 
low mileage. Best offer 635. 
4619 (c4-5) 
For Sale: 1971 Maverick 
Grabber 302 - V8 auto, good 
running condition phone 635. 
4562 (p5-7) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 ot" 
635-4380 (c10.12) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638-1517 or 635- 
4380 (c10~i2) 
67 Mercury V2 ton P.U. 300 6 
cyl. 4"speed $750 phone 635- 
5592 (p3-5,7,10) 
1976 GMC Crow Cab 3/4 ton, 
auto, p.s., match it up with a 
Vanguard or Kit Camper, In 
one of our many floor plans. 
Pleenty of room for  the 
famllyi See it at Cam. 
perland, 5412 Highway 16 
West, Terrace Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c2.5) 
1972 Ford Econoline Van. 
Partly camperized. STD 
Trans. V8, steel belted 
radials $1600 also 2 ET mags 
15", also 1974 12x68 mobile 
trailer furnished phone 635- 
3304 after 6 (c3-6) 
Do it Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
I= ,h... only- 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoo 
Baby Sitting available, your 
hours; day or nights trained 
superv i s ion ,  la rge  
playground (fenced and 
equlpped), large Inside play 
• area, on quiet street. Phone 
638.8398 or 635-3187. (p4- 
20,1,4,7) 
Purebred Irish Setters, 6 
weeks old phone 636.2391 636. 
2344 (c5.6) 
t ,  . ~ ' 
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For Sale: 1972 Ford Bronco 
4x4. Nice condition, low 
mileage phone 635.9546 (c2. 
s) 
For Sale: 1974 Toyota 
Corolla. Excellent condition. 
Phone 635-6684 any time (p5- 
8) 
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr., good running condition, 
phone 635.2080 $350 (p10.13) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev V, ton, 
PS, PB, 350 engine, phone 
635-9518 (C5-5) 
1971 Ford Pickup. In run- 
nlng condition. Asking $,500 
phone 635.4242 (I)3-5) 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota 
Landcruiser. Excellent 
condition 250 Chev engine 
and trans. 5, 11-15 tires with 
white spoke hubs $4000 635. 
7394 after 6 p.m. (p3.5) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635.5102 
after 6 and weekends. (clf) 
FOR SALE: 12x~ two. 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren a~ 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C.' 
Phone 635-7117 (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (ctf.f) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
ihas a 10x25 addition phone 
:635-5348 (p15-13) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20.mayl0) 
1975 Leader.mobile home, 3 
bedrooms. Will sell fur- 
nished or unfurnished phone 
635-2660 (p5-6) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer, furnished, 
phone 635-7868 (c10.13) 
12x54 Sefeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes In- 
cluded. Set-up and skirted in 
trailer park, phone 635-4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy t(~ 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C.O Box 108/808,207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. VGB 1H7, m; 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1: 
(off) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Dired Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VGB 3X9. 
(ctf) 
HELP WANTED: Raise 
earthwormsl Growers 
needed. Bu~,.back contract 
provides yearouncl market. 
High profit pe~ontlal. Full or 
part.time. Write Bait Barn 
Worm Farms, 253 Harbour 
AVe., North Vancouver, B.C. 
WJ 2E8 or cell 112-986-1033. 
(2-4) 
REAL ESTATE: Op- 
portunity of a Llfetlmel 
Four unIH~AofeI.Trailer Park 
etc. 7V~ acres, 400 ft. lake 
frontage on hlghway 16, 2 
miles west of Smithers, B.C. 
Ideal for potential overnite 
campers. Offers to $120,000. 
For further Information 
write Box 2744, Smithers, 
B.C. V0J 2N0 or phone 112. 
847.2110. (2-4) 
O MeOW.exSl 
Till Your Garden Beautiful 
How does your  garden 
grow? If you're using a power 
t i l ler on your soil, your 
f lowers and vegetables are. 
• probably doing just fine. Here 
are some tips for tilling safe- 
ly, from the experts at the 
Outdoor Power Equipment  
Institute. 
NEVER LET ANY spilled 
gaso l ine  go untended. 
1. Make sure you know 
how all the controls and 
attachments work. The own- 
er's manual should be at the 
top of your must-read list. 
2. Avoid the possibility of 
fire and explosion--don't 
smoke while you refuel--wipe 
up spilled gasoline quickly. 
3. Stop -. the ,engine and 
make sure parts are not mov- 
ing if you 'want to unclog 
blades, make repairs or refuel. 
4. Make' sure guards and 
shields are always in place. 
5. Wear heavy-duty, rough- 
soled .shoes for the best 
footing. 
These safety tips should 




By ,Toy Miller 
A new game that's raising a 
lot of interest hese days k 
platform tennis. Interestingly 
-enough, it came about quite 
accidentally about 50 years 
ago when two neighbors 
erected a wooden platform 
to play deck tennis and 
Looking for a good. usect--volla~bali and hit upon the 
camper? Come In and see idea of paddle tennis. 
this 1975 11' Semi- 
selfcontslned Fun Time 
camper. It has a large 
refrldgeretor, furnace, 4 
burner stove with oven, and 
lacks. Sleeps eight. Come 
Into Cemperlend and see this 
unlt. 5412 Hwy. 16 W, 
Terrace. Dealer Llcance 
Number DO0611A. (cS.S) 
III I I I a  
Combining the principles of 
lawn tennb, squBh and hand- 
ball, it's played with a regula- 
tion peddle weighing about 
14 ounces and a ball much 
lighter than a tennk ball. It's 
a quick, action-filled game 
and many players l ike to 
sit down afterwarde with 
a screwdriver made with 
Woifsehm{dt Vodka, orange 
Juice and plenty ~f  ice, 
* e e 
An ace of a tip for the 
forehand drive k to strike the 
ball  as it comes opposite 
the hip. Your follow through 
should then carry the paddle 
aerou your body. The pad- 
dle, by the way, should be 
held with the lame "shake- 
hands" grip am In tennis, '
X.reys were dls~vered by 
German physicist Wilhelm 
'Conrad Roentgen in 1895. 
19z9 -- Actress Audrey 
,HepBurn was born, 
1966 -- The French 
government told NATO 
partners that after ,June 1 
i t  would review on a 
rnonthly basis ~zllied 
military flights over 
France. 
74 Ford Camper Special 
Pickup with 11' O.K. Cam. 
per. Like new, tape decks, 
radios, queen size bed, ell 
other usual appliances. 
$8,500 phone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m, (cS.4) 
Will do rototllllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Adlustable moll 
depth.' Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil. 
gravel. Prefer Thor,hill 
area, phone 635.3478 (p10.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale, Reasonably priced 
Pre.fab greenhouses and 
mul ,~1 use utility sheds, phone 
630.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dabble, (pi0.6) 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Telephone answering ser. 
vice Ref. available from 
estab, firms, Business hrs. 
Mon..Frl., 8:30 • 4:30 p.m. 
Call The Switchboard, 624. 
S year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
endEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prince Rupert. Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 phone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5:5) 
The Plush Victorian elegance of the Legislative Building Fredericton, New Brunswick. 
I 
' " -  * "l 
i • - - .  -m, ,  ~ ~ , . ~ . V  , . ,~ ' .~"~.  
- . : ' ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ' ~ ' ~ ;  Teeth are bones--but harder 
than most of the other bones 
Some say s tamping  a le t te r  upside down ensures a'speedy answer, in the body. 
COOL, FROTHY AND 
A SPECIAL  DESSERT 
Provide a touch of spring with sparkling lasses anu tm~ 
frothy whipped orange dessert. Prepared according to 
directions, with just three kitchen-handy ingredients-- 
Jell-O ® brand orange flavor gelatin, ginger ale and orange 
juice--within an hour you're ready for any impromptu 
occasion. 
GINGER ORANGE WHIP 
I bottle (7 fl. oz.) ginger ale 
1 package (3 oz.) orange flavor gelatin 
1 cup cold orange juice 
Bring ginger ale to a boil. Add to gelatin; stir until'dis- 
solved. Add orange juice. Place bowl of gelatin in larger 
bowl of ice and water. Stir until slightly thickened; then 
whip with hand beater or electric mixer until fluffy and 
thick and about double in volume. Spoon into individual 
dessert dishes; chill until .set, at least 30 minutes. Garnish 
with mint leaves. Makes 4 cups or 6 servings. 
May 6 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. The neighbours Garage Sale. 
New and used items. Just what you're looking for. 
Come and see - 3936 McNeil St. 
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.e 
RICH[ 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM " 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
t 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
• 5 LINES. 5 DAYS'5 DOLLARS 
I 
--mmlmmmammimmmmmmmumunm|n||||u|l||m ~ 
DALLY HERALD Mail Coupon with SS.O0 cash 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STR IKE  IT R IOH"  "Strike It Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
ADS 3212 K, lure flies; ,;io~ ine ~p~celbitwienlwird; ~e'rra;ei .B.C. ,va~ ig;]. ' 
l l l i l l  I I i i i  i i l l l l l i l l j i l l l .  
i i l i l l  l i l l l  liB l i ' i l  I l l  I [ l l i  
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to is:l,de 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Ii Items may not exceed S250 in value. Price must be included in the 
I advertisement. 
I • 
I Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon 
coupon accompanying payment. receipt of and 
" I No cancellations or refunds. 
'i " 
I No business ads please. 
I 
I Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising stan. 
I dards. 
; Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' -  . . . . . . . . . . .  I S t r i ke  I t  Rich ads cannotbe  taken'over  the telephone, 
! Address - - . - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  - - -  I 
i Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ .  ! 
1: Class i f i ca t ion__ ,  . . . . . . .  Teleph0ne. No, . . . . . . . . . .  ,; F0R nlSM$ UP T0 $2.  IN VALUE 
I Turn Your Don't Wants ,nto Into Instant Gash i Take Advantage of th,s $peomal Hate . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - - J  .eda;! 
t 
4 
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Your individual Oronword By Sl=# r 
ACRG~q 43 Past DOWN 
1Land 44 Small 1 Small 
measure violins . particle 
4 "This 43 Exclamation Z Stage part 
above --..," of surprise 3 Ireland 
7 All, 50 Canary's 4 Veshnent 
formerly milieu 5 Go ahead 
11 Whig 50 Umpire's O On the up" 
opponent decision and up 
15 ~¢eus 50 Companio,s" (slang). 
Grant of carrots 7 Farm sights 
14 Habitation 50 Ready for : ~. re~d 
15 Medley business 
16 Sack 57 Parrot of MD's 
17 "-- a king 58 Satisfy I0 Affirmative 
in Babylon" 59 Moistens 12 "Do not 
18 Bills of fare 50 Greek letter count --

























Avg. solution time: ~ 
Answer to yesterday's pu=de. 
3 W ' ~  5 6 7 
IZ ~13 14 
~ 1~ I1 
"1 I"@" 
44- qs 
52 ~ $3 S4 S5  
1~ Drunkard 
















40 Urge m 
42 Feed a 
furnace 
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FOR FRIDAY, MAY 12,1978 
What kind of day will must be steady, knowing ones, 
tomod'ow be? To find out what directed •only toward most 
the stars ay, read the forecast worthwhile objectives, Stress 
given for your birth Sign. your innnte foresight. 
ARIES SAGITrARIUS -. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ~¢~ (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 )f'~..~'e 
A day in which to tie up'loose 
A good ay for dealing with ends and make any required 
superiors, with persons in improvements. Don't corn- 
authority generally. Any or all plica te situations by acting 
should be. receptive to your hastily or being abrupt with 
Ideas, 
TAURUS }.(f~:~, 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ""~'~' 
There is evidence that 
competition is on the move. 
Don't be left at the post. Good 
Judgment and prompt action 
needed. 
(May 22 to June 211 IT 
Your imagination highly 
~imulated and, while you may 
not capitalize on new ideas 
immediately, they should be 
happily productive in the 
future. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Abett@ day than you may 
anticipate. Especially favored: 
personal relationships, 
domestic concerns, travel. 
LEO tq . - f~ 
to Aug. 231 
Once you have made up your 
mind, back up decisions with 
vigorous action. You may ran 
into some opposition, but you 
can win with reason and logic. 
others. ~ '~ 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 toJan. 20) 
There are tendencies, now 
toward excitement, undue 
reaction to disappointment, 
altering plans needlessly. Be 
alert to your own moods and 
curb the harmful ones. 
AQUARIUS ~ ~.  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A good ay! Get out your bag 
of tricks and launch your pet 
projects ~-- especially those 
having todo with creative, in- 
terests and family affairs. 
• 
(Feb. 20 to 
Much activity indicated, and 
excellent stellar influences 
favor any number of good en- 
deavors - including new un- 
dertekings you may be planning 
to launch. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
composite of practicality nnd 
creativity, often succeeding in 
art, singing, poetry or dancing. 
You ean write well, too and, as a 
.p% (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
There's atendency now to let 
things slide. But, without 
careful .thinking and planning, 
complexities could arise to 
plague you later. Face up to 
future requirements. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
You may feel somewhat and nurses. With all L~s, you 
by, preten d not to notice." 
B,C .  • 
~. O LII~ A f.DAN ~ ~AT~; 
rmm~.w~ 4.1t I 
~'~'~ ~. . . .  
IN 1i:19. ~.P  KE~J(,E£. 
by Johnny hart 
.. r,.. UH,.. THIN& Y~J eAIOI41" ~AUFY 
A~LDWAN(-~. 
aTHE TEe CE mS 
SHARP;SHOP AT REDS BILLIARDS H 
Knjoy Dilliar, ds? visit Rod's BillanM 
b~ n=,mt z . ,~t~ ,==t ,vo=,==~ =m~ 
~y~ wAwr TO1HI~ A~oar T~. 
:Y 11 
'EB~ W OF ID 
Ag~ 
HI~R 
. ~1~-~ ~:~v- /
r 
novelist, your work would be 
deep and moving. YOU bav~ a ............. ~ .................................. :~ 
keen =d and' w tever I 4 LAKELSE PHARMACy , you may pursue, either 111Lakel$o 36-7263 
vocationally or avecatio~aUy. 
thetutellectaalapproachwillbeevident, Your underst nding |Mother's Day Cards, Gifts, Cosmet,cs and prompt H 
ned sympathy for your i prescription services H 
fellownmn is outstanding, and . ~ ~ ............. 
you make excelle~t physicians ..... r:~ ........................ . 
By Stan Lee and John Remits S~ s8 stymied tu your plans, butskies love activity and excitement the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, 
s~.! ~6o ~s ' i " - - - -  are clearing for faster ad- and, myourlelsuretime, make WLIFJ=IOtRAZY/ ~ ~ 1 ~ ' 1  ~W~LL, A T L E A ~ Z ~  [ ,~=-J4MM/ANON~ZKNOW~-- 
vaneement oward desired a delightful companion. Bir- i~w~r /~y~reR~o/7 .~e/~/~t~.~]  1~o~ p /~.v~o.~,eu . ' ro~[  ~,r~|IJJ[.5,~Wff,A~.~H,L~U~J.n=r, ,n=r =~.-" g 
CRYPTOQUIP 4-28 goals. I-lave patimce! thdate" of: Dante Gabriel P~=- ,¢~-%~~i i~/ [  
SCORPIO m '~-  RosSetti, poet, painter; " ~O v I 
K R F T T O S K I'F R M H V R M I '  F A A (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , , v~ • Florence Nightingale, founder 
Quiet steps may be the most of modern nursing; Philip 
SVEEMISOFAH important ones now, but they Wylie, writer. [ ~ - ' q l ~ ~ ~  'v ~ "~ ~1~" '\ .~ .~"~x '~~ ' ~I'~ ~r~ 
wHoYesterday'SpAwNEDCrypt°qu/p--BISHOPKING'S CASTLE. SCOLD  BAD KNIGHT • ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ [ l , i / ~ ~ ~ i ! ~ . | ]  , 
(':)1978 King Feature, Syndicate. Inc. " DEAR ABBY: When our son David was 15, he &'axe a ! 
Today's Cryplaqulp clue: O equals I 15-year~ld girl (I~! call her Dolly) a '~romiso ring" against ' 
The Cryptoqulp is' a simple substitution cipher in which each our wishes. When she turned 16, he gave her a $150 sewing 
letter used stands for another. If you thinkthat X equals O, it machine with money he had earned and saved. Her parents 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, let her accept it, which we thought was wrong; They ~ ~ . ~ : ~ - ~  
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating let David stay at their house until ~. and 3 in the mornm~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error., knowing that we d i s a p p r o v e d . .  . 
Well, Dolly and her family accomplished what they sac 
out to do. She ended up pregnant endinsisted on marrisgo. 
eWe gotstuck with:all the~bills for the wedding.) 
Now, I have bitter feelings about Dolly and her p~ple, 
~ and ha~e Choosen ot to be around her. That's the problem. 
I still love our sen, and want to keep in close contact with 
him in case he needs me, but I caiinot stand his wife or her 
m . ,, familyl I want to,be close to my grandchild, but under the H " " 
. A .  circumstances its very difficult: , _ , by Roger Bollen & Peterrn  
(~A~Jq[, ~rau l~OU(~[~ , My husband says we~l lose our son .if.we dent b:.ean CATF I -~ 
~j  down and accept his wife, but I know oemg around.her 
- -wou ld  reek. my blood pressure re. to unasfe heighte, llesP ' )~  ~ "[" ~ "  ~'~/ ' [ "~I~ , [l(/I H j [ ' r l .~ '~:~ A ~)C~ ~, , IH  
~ ~ ~ . ~  me: . STILL BITTER )111 I 
DEAR ST".L: Your husband is right, and if you don't ,  EXCEPU.. THERE IS  , " /0P  A~ ~ AS  ~ ~ I 
I:lv Ahin~il V~n Buren youwmgneongwithblm. Even thoushyour cMntmont , ~  - -  ]~_ . 
. " - ' [ ' - - "~. : : - ' - :  ..... N.~ N,wle~' I .  b J - -ed ,  l l em- -g  b|ttor ond unforSivin, w"  cenN ~ .  _ " . . ~ ~ ~  ! ~ L ~  
v .... ~ .... ,, ........ • . . . . . . . . .  . you more pain and unhappiness than chango~ you  sune. 
So ch~go It. 
DEAI~. ABBY: How...~r.e ~'ou Perl~.ttmte he.nqrth that DEAR ABBY. Please don't take this lightly, but mY 
men rater women wire Dig nreaeCa'l m a recenc olumn m ~...~...a . .a  v ~-'... o..o~.~.o., ..tot.t..,,,,~,lo.., ; .  e,,. M,, 
whi~.~ you offer men tips on how to make themselves more matte"°"~o'wclose"ly"he's~a've#~ls"--~e~'r'd"~..-o"ws'~o" fas"~"t 
md If she s fiat,:hasted and a ~8-D walks %vable, you s " , the result of our shared affection is a rosy red rash on my 
Abby, there are men who prefer women with small face. breasts ("fiat.chested," according to pour 88-D e~ud~de! We haven'~ been married Ions, and I have suffered so much pain as a result of our lovemaking that,it's beginning 
--my husband among them. He dcosnt have to ~re~na to make me frigid, ~ ' 
not to notice." We~;e even considered letting his beard ~row, but we 
If you had done a l/tile research, you would have known don't want him to look like a scruffy, hippie type, ~ his 
that men who prefer women with small breasts .are more supervisor at the bank would never understand. 
mature,, inte~ent  and. less chauvin/scle ~ me Until you can help us, sign me * 
big.breast worshipers, . CHAFED CHEEKS 
Please stop trying to make me, .a.n. dothe.rs.like " me, feel 
~at  we are inferior and unattracuve, an(l cnac any man DEAR CHAFED. Thk may not fit in wlth 
will slobber himself into a stupor over a 88.DI " Iovemakl~ achedule, but toll your hnsband to ~mve first, 
' . SMALL AND SEXY 
DEAR ABBY: I recently married a man with four 
DEARS AND S: My apologies. But in :=  ~urvaye I've. children. His wife walked out on him and plumb deserted 
seen in which men were asked to de~ thek "idssl him andthe kids, wire rongo in age from 4 to 12. When she 
woman," the 88-D's ware way out in front, left, she gave. him custody of the children, saying 
motherhood was a bummer. 
DEARABBY:blyarandson, wh01888andaphysldan, is Well, motharliood is no bummer for me. I bye these 
quite rel/~.ous. Every Friday night he serves his two sons, kids. Now, the" problem: I don't know whether the_~y~.e 
|[ps 8 and 5, wine with..d/~er, _~.d they ..say .a prayer: been immunized aBel-st all the 'childhood iseases. Tne~r 
father isn't sure, and I can't locate their mother, 
I wasn't oo concerned about this unto ~e o.~sr.om If I Just'~o ahead and have them imman/zed for all th.e 
vidted us and asked if hc could have some wme. ~: course w,  didn't uive it to him~ but I started to worry that ~e  common ddldhood iseases, will it do them any harm u 
~ll~en'co'uld bedevelopin~ a taste for wine at an early they~e already been immunized? 
age and eventually become alcoholic. I read somewhere OKIE 
thet this could happen. . Is there some way I can convey this ,.message to my DEAR OKI~: Have them immunized qain, I t  won't hurt them, even ff they've already been immunized. . 
~rand~on without offending ~ !P.S, He s a Scorpio and 
doban't ake criticism very wend . , GREAT-GRANDMOTHER Getf lq married? Whether you wont a formal ehureh 
wedding or a simple ds.yeur.own.thing ceremony, get 
Abby's new booklet, "How to' Have a Lovely Wedding." 
DEAR GRANDMOTHER: Tell h~. . in  a Io.v~, Send $1 md a long, stamped (~4" cents) jslf.~ddrsesed 
non.~ltl~d way that Ida son soked for wine m your home. 
As aphyddan he sho~d know ~e d-uaer, ofMvi~ addld envelope to Abby, 18 9  `Lecky Drive, Beverly Hills, Cslif. 
too much wine too often, [F.~J, I~eorpsco are also qm~ 90Z19`, 
learners,) . . . .  TODAY IN HISTORY 
Ma~ 9, 1978 Tower in Paris was of- 
' about -The ~/orld's first flelally opened, i 
DEAR ABBY: We hear so much these days adhesive becked nostage 191o - -  Britain's Ed- 
whether to.'~come, involved" when_ wens ,  stranger stamps, the-" ;penny wardian era came to an 
be att~keo or abuses oy ,homer nr~ag, r, " • • . - ,  - • . ink I 8awhile macKs, wen~ on sam m end with the death of I~h ren~nded ofan experience I had hack ~ 9! . ~ . . ,~ .a  s~n ,, . . . .  -^ 
wai for one of those long, yellow s~reer~ure m .,-,',m--" ; - -  .~Y.'.'" I-~P " King Edward VII. .w..sltL.~ .. . essay-- m z~.  Tee 1941 - -  Joseph Stalin 
• =~nnespous. • . . . . . . . . .  dad to "~vo the pen~ black and the ~wo- became premier of the 
AIon~ came a coupm, The man r~.  
woman avery loud ton~e.lsohiog. ~be looked so ~'u~t and penn~/ blt/e stamp, both Soviet Ufilon,' succeeding 
defenseless. ! finally said, "Lcol~, re.Us.w, you are show~q b ear ln~,a por!~ait of V.M. Moisten. 
• a la I;!181; Way, anG I ~qleuu vlcturm, w~© m~ very bad manners in ~ to oy . ,----.~,., . . . . . . . . . .  . .  1960 , - -  Princess 
. . . . .  . . t . .~  . . . .  -~"~ itl ' , . , , , , ,= . . , . . .~ , , ,= . . .  . . . .  Margaret and A~l thony  
o. . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  =- '" ht ~-l~o°sesmed amazed that a stranger would interfere, but pr inters worked nig Armstro~-Jones were 
he stopped momentarily. Th.on .a.uddeuly. ~e w om~ and day to keep supplies married. 
swattodme along~eide the heaa wicn her unt,~re~anasm9 available, The use of 1965 - -  Britain's House 
ansrlly, %'on mind your own basi.n.esel H e s ~,,,~ nust~mcl adhesive stamL~, spread of Commons,, approved 
ants tel and he can talk to me an~ way n~ ~:o learned ,lesson...andll11843 Brazrll~me~ena~it~ Prime Minister Harold 
I wu  young, 8.~ll.ant and nswe: . . me second Sever Wilson's plan to 
clare i s1;alla Deck a low paces. . . . . . .  m^. .  Now if I decide to m~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, , , ,~  , ,o. , .  _ . . . . .  nationalize 90 per cent of 
~OHNKEI,LO ,u~,~'mu~x,umv 1889 - -  Tee ~:iztei the steel industry. 
DOONESBURY 
L4VA" ~N~, 7HE PAC/FIC /N / 
1HeY~ 50 /eesoecTR¢ OF 
HIS TALENTS IN ~17~/7" ~4T 
I~ HA5 HIS OWN ~ 1  
7HIS KIP ttA~ 70 B6 
70 8~ ~I~H~I  
A#TY )t~//~W" ~/N- 
, by Garry Trudeau 
Hla 
"What's the matter with youl Can't you uve thst 
• for during the commkrcids?" 
~w 
"Q.i  D'yo. w.., yo.r 
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Government. car mileage 
book aid to consumers 
By HOWIE COLLINS ADD WEIGHT TAIL-PIPE driving speeds, but on the 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  As the Most accessories will add And a peak up the tail.pipe highway their flat fronts cut 
annual warm-weather t ek extra weight o your car, in. will give some idea. of how si~,_rl~.ly into fuel economy. 
to the car dealers begins, the stantly reducing fuel the.engl.ne.bolz.'ra.tm.g.'rl.~. rncae. w.ere l~i l t  as .a  
energy department has a economy, and result in more resmue msme snoma De clark WOrn vemcm, not ~or the 
gadgetry to go haywire." grey for cars before 1972, highway," the experts ay. 
will save consumers A V-8 engine, automatic pearl grey for later models. VANS WASTE GAS 
transmission a d four.barrel A black, gummy residue is a 
small 100-page book it feels 
headaches and money. 
The Car Mileage Book, 
prepared by the energy con- 
servation office, provides 
tips on how to select a new 
car and what to watch for 
when looking over a used 
car. 
It also warns consumers to 
steer clear of enough costly 
options to set a slick 
salesman into a frenzy of 
frustration. 
Such frills as air- 
conditioning, power win- 
dows, power seats, 
automatic starters and other 
electronic gadgets are 
"seldom justifiable" and cut 
.down on mileage. 
An air.conditioner alone 
can add anywhere from lg to 
20 per cent to  gasoline 
consumption, the depart- 
ment says. 
carburetor may be 
JmilUStlfiable ina large car, but 
cage will be less. 
Basically, says the book, 
available from the energy 
department, a motorist 
should select the smallest 
car and engine that will suit 
his needs. 
A second-hand car can 
make an excellent in- 
vestment, he book says. 
Conservationists favor 
such purchases ince the 
encrgy equivalent of 10,000 
miles of driving is saved ff 
just one new car is not built. 
Buyers hould take a close 
look at the outside of the car, 
watching for new paint 
which could indicate repairs 
for an accident or a bedly- 
rusted body. 
sign the car burns oil. 
Take a look at the in- 
terior--ff that wasn't looked 
after, likely the rest of the 
car got the same poor ser- 
vice. 
Even after a half.hour 
driving test, the  book 
recommends taking the car 
to a mechanic for a check ff 
you still are interested. 
Bot whether new or used. 
the book says, "hopefully 
ou'il get rid of your gas 
e~ and find a good buy 
in a mere efficient car." 
Officials at the con- 
scrvatien department say 
they are concerned over the 
latest craze for using fancy- 
painted vans as passenger 
vehicles. 
They may be all right 
around the city, at low 
"Some comervationints 
believe that $1 out of Wery 
$20 a van owner spends on 
gasoline is wasted just 
pushing their blunt front 
ends thr~gh the air." 
~2hanges are coming for 
automobile ngines, lout the 
experts say that basically, 
"it wiil still be the old spark- 
ignition engine for quite 
some time." 
AlteraUons will be needed 
to meet the government 
standards of an average 24 
miles a gallon for the fleet of 
cars . produced by a 
manufacturer. By 1985 the 
average must be 33 miles a 
gallon. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-6 
635 7417 ..  O,.,. v.ue i Phone 635.7417 
• , TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
.e=,Rv 0mV-!, T"M 
teot.oard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) ., 
Hours:  Men.  - Sai:. 6.6 
4946 6role DealerNumberLICence02013A 6354929 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and KJTCHENIcA:|NM~TO~UL:EDV:cNIjT]I~'jE~RIr= s |: sTALLAT|ON 
accessories in stook NOW!' KBALWOOD 
Terrace Equipment Sales L Id , | r .~ J l  s l lzum .a,.= ~o.o~, e c. w~ ~.e tNOm~m L~. 
4539 Greig - 635-6384 ........... _ _~1 :E:U:: ~::: ~'~t~ '" ' FREE ESTIMATES 
Dealer No. 01249A ou,'-T.~L tJUJl:;~ "l"J~l:, L~b~X4'U~l~r-. 
-~f~ ~~F Dave. 
~ ~ ~  Drousseau, , ~ ~  ~./"..,~ ;..=, ~ , >~.~,~.:~;i I 
~.  0ontraeting FACIALS " PEDICURE 
I ~ ~ ~ '  R erooting" Specialist HAIR CONDITIONING MANICURE J 
STYL ING HOT,WAX DEP ILAT ION I 
'~~~l  ~ "~:"  FREE ESTIMATES (NOCUTTING)  ! 
i ....... , . . .  N0.12-3624 Kalum St. Phone 635-4788 n 
Call evenings 635.4600 (Sunnyhi l l  T ra i le r  Park)  , J 
me and t ry  our excel ient 
;elections of 
~ 
~ ' ~  ~ "  . .~e .~~ m ported meats, 
cheeses and f ~ . ~ "  ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
delicacies, i l~.- '~,- .~ 
Northland Deft 
(1978) Ltd. ~ 
4623 Lakelse . Phone 635. 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU • 
636 .6195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR / 
MeN ITOR I NG 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
d603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VRG 1%/5 
1 
FOR A PHOTO THAT 
~_ SPARKS A MEMORY 




• GLENN CARSON 
3092HWY. 16EAST, WALLY  LEFEBVRE 
TERRACE,vBG 3N5 B.C. , PHONE (604)635-3863 
' Sat ll" Vi yl e ]te n 
Custom Furniture- Auto b Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair- Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies • 
Boattopplng. & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headlin(~rs - Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered in o~iglnal color and material, front & back 
$225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 




Telex 047-85586 (604)635-7163 
/ l P l c f l l~  
MoEIhanney Associates 
Consulting Civil Engineers 
British Columbia Land Surveyors 
205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace,  B.C. 
Canada V8G I S6  
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
60RDOH 
AHD 
, ' ° "  ANDERSON 
/* T.V, GUIDE 
All listings subject to ehango without notice, _ . . . .  .,,,.,,...,..,.,.,.,,.,.,.,..,..,..,,,,.,,,.,,,,."-'-- 
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I~ "00 News The CTV Dick 
I ': 15 News National News Caveft 
1 : 30 Tonight Night News Turnabout 
in l  :45 Show Final Hour Sign Off , 
I~ A : iX) Tonight 90 Final 
l -B  : 15 Show Minutes Late 
/ / :30 Tonight 90 Show Italian , 
dh  " :45 Show Minutes War , Style 
Friday, May § 10 a,m, - 6 pal, 
q ~l~I:00 J New High I Canadian I Jean I Electric 
l I l :15 I Rollers | Schools J Cannem J Company 
J • • :30 j , ,Wheel of jJ Mr. J Definition | Two Cents 
- .  v :45  I Fortune I Ore.up I De.nit,on IWorth 
I~ I :00 J Card ' I Sesame • I Kareen's. I Art- 
I :18 I Sharks .... J Street I V~a I C~rt 
/ :30 I Gong J Sesame J Its Your I Over 
"~ " :45 I Show i street I Move leas, 
14 A "00 J Hollywood J Jeannle J Noon J Electric 
I - J  :15 J Squares I Jeannle J News I Company 
I U :30 J Days of J Ryan's J Movie j Inside 
MII ~:45  I Our , [ Hope I Matinee lOut 
I ~ -00 I Days of J Bob J MeRges I Zebra Wings 
I :15 J Our Lives I McLean I Back I The Music Place 
/ :30 J The I Bob . J in Town I Measure 
" :45 i Do,tore IMcLean I I Up 
• 00 J Another J Hollywood J Another I Bread and 
-~ ~15 | World J Squares i World I Butterflies 
/ :30 | other J High | Another I Making 
" -  :45 I Wor,d ,, I Hopes , I Wor,d I Mus,c 
dllli -00 J Movie I Take | Alan J Speakout 
.dF "15 J Operation J Thirty J Hamel I Speakout 
"~lk ~30 I .Crossbow J Klahanle | Alan i villa 
• q~l/If :45 I Sophia I Klahanle I Heine, I Allegre 
j :0o l ' Loren J Friday After / pcy. I p .me 
:15 I George /School / :now I sTreet 
I ,  I :30 1 Peppard / I Emergencv I Sesame 
- :45 l lal L Emergency" | Street 
•lllllllnlllllllll•llllllllllnlllllllilllllllllllllllllll 
• ' • , , • 
: 6LEANIN6 STAINLESS STEEL : 
i WITH COPPER OLfl) DOTTOM i 
: 9" Frying Pan : 
• ~ • 
° I • , I ,n ' IQO-  1 qt. SHoe Pan & Cover . .~ 
,. / 1" L 2 q)m Sauce Pan l Cover l 
| SQ~ 4 qt, Sauce Pan & Oover *| 
• immm_,.~,~..~, ,-~-/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
'm - - ta i l  :~'~ l~  - ~ ' • 
• ~ i ~ i e ~  ~ . "  • - , . • 
. . I .  • 
• '~ . ~ i .  . , ,  . • 
Lmnnumunummmmmn mnn miunmnlmmmnm"mmunmun mmimmmmnnnuumunnnummunmmnnuumnn~m 
6order and Anderson Ltd, 
~ Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat, 9a,m.-5.3Op.m, 
Friday 9a.m.:gp,m, 
OLOSED MONDAY 
( 'HARGFX 
VISA 
